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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Scope and Related Work
Figure 1.1 shows an endsystem [66] that consists of network interfaces, operating system
I/O subsystems, and middleware services. Real-time resources in these subsystems must be
vertically (i.e., network interface $ application layer) and horizontally (i.e., peer-to-peer)
integrated and managed to ensure end-to-end predictable behavior for activities1 that flow
between clients and servers. These real-time resources are outlined below, starting from
the lowest level abstraction and building up to higher level services and applications.
1. Communication infrastructure resource management: A real-time endsystem must
leverage policies and mechanisms in the underlying communication infrastructure that sup-
port resource guarantees. This support can range from managing the choice of the connec-
tion used for a particular invocation to exploiting advanced QoS features, such as control-
ling the ATM virtual circuit cell pacing rate [10].
2. OS scheduling mechanisms: A real-time endsystem must exploit OS thread schedul-
ing mechanisms to schedule application-level activities end-to-end.
3. Real-time Middleware: Middleware facilitates transparent communication between
clients and servers. Real-time middleware must provide standard interfaces that allow spec-
ification of resource requirements, such as thread priorities and buffering constraints.
4. Real-time services and applications: Real-time middleware must preserve efficient,
scalable, and predictable end-to-end behavior for higher-level services and application
1An activity represents the end-to-end flow of information between a client and its server that includes the
request when it is in memory, within the transport, as well when it is being processed by one or more threads.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis scope and related work
components. For example, a global scheduling service [66, 18] can be used to manage
and schedule distributed resources.
This thesis focuses on the middleware layer and presents patterns for providing real-time,
end-to-end timeliness guarantees. Figure 1.1 highlights the areas of this thesis, namely (1)
end-to-end priority propagation, (2) dispatching and demultiplexing, and (3) concurrency
models. Table 1.1 summarizes the challenges addresses and the contributions made by this
research and Table 1.2 summarizes research done in related areas illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Our previous work has examined many dimensions of ORB middleware design, in-
cluding static [66] and dynamic [18] operation scheduling, event processing [23], I/O sub-
system [34] and pluggable protocol [48] integration, synchronous [68] and asynchronous [2]
ORB Core architectures, IDL compiler features [1] and optimizations [22], systematic
benchmarking of multiple ORBs [19], patterns for ORB extensibility [70], and ORB per-
formance [54].
1.2 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
 Chapter 2 gives an overview of Real-time CORBA and describes the priority propa-
gation models and thread pool features defined in the RT-CORBA specification.
3Table 1.1: Summary of challenges addressed and contributions made by this research
Empirical evaluation of end-to-end predictability of
applications using RT-CORBA
COTS feasibility for RT
applications
Document and evaluate design patterns for scalable
and predictable concurrency architectures
Concurrency architectures for
RT applications
Document design patterns for predictable, scalable,
efficient, flexible demultiplexing and dispatching
Bounding priority inversion in
demultiplexing and dispatching
1. Identify sources of unbounded priority inversion
2. Eliminate unbounded priority inversion by:
- Using non-multiplexed resources where possible
- Bounding priority inversion for shared resources
Eliminate sources of
unbounded priority inversion
ContributionsResearch Challenges
Table 1.2: Summary of related research for providing predictable end-to-end behavior
Area Research
Presentation Layer Time/space tradeoffs of compiled vs. interpreted stubs [22].
Data Copying and Gather-write and scatter-read I/O calls to avoid excessive
Memory Allocations data copying and stack and TSS allocators
to avoid heap allocations [55].
Transport Protocols Principles for optimizing CORBA IIOP performance [21], and
a
I
t
P
m, a synergistic combination of IP and ATM technologies
to design a highly scalable gigabit IP router [50].
Connection Management Non-multiplexed connection model to avoid priority inversion [67].
OS Scheduling Empirical evaluation of context switching overhead and
priority inversion overhead for several real-time and
general purpose operating systems [36].
I/O Subsystems RIO, an extensible and predictable I/O framework
that can integrate seamlessly with real-time middleware [33].
Network Adapters APIC, a high-performance ATM Port Interface Controller
that supports efficient zero-copy buffer management
by sharing request buffers across OS protection domains [9].
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 Chapter 3 describes the demultiplexing layers in a CORBA server and shows how
the unpredictability of naive demultiplexing schemes can lead to unbounded priority
inversion. It then presents patterns for constant time demultiplexing that allows an
ORB to provide real-time guarantees.
 Chapter 4 describes the challenges of dispatching in multi-threaded environments.
Several dispatching patterns and their relative strengths and weaknesses are pre-
sented, including one that is ideal for real-time ORB because of its predictable be-
havior.
 Chapter 5 describes and evaluates patterns for implementing RT-CORBA thread
pools. It explores issues of priority inversion, efficiency, and optimizations, in im-
plementing thread pools.
 Chapter 6 traces the critical code path of a CORBA request and identifies poten-
tial predictability bottlenecks within the ORB. It then shows how the ORB can be
redesigned to use non-multiplexed resources to eliminate these bottlenecks.
 Chapter 7 presents experiments that measure end-to-end predictability of the TAO
ORB. Clients in these experiments feature threads of various priorities making rate
monotonic invocations, along with best-effort threads trying to disrupt system pre-
dictability by stealing resources from threads of higher priorities. Servers feature
thread pools with and without lanes.
 Chapter 8 summarizes the work presented in this thesis and suggests areas of future
work.
1.3 Design Patterns
A pattern is a recurring solution to a standard problem within a particular context [16].
Patterns help researchers and developers communicate architectural knowledge, learn a
new design paradigm or architectural style, and avoid traps and pitfalls that have been
learned traditionally only through costly experience [7].
This thesis captures key design and performance characteristics of software com-
ponents proven for their predictable, efficient, and scalable behavior in terms of patterns.
Each pattern in this thesis resolves a particular set of forces, with varying consequences
on performance, functionality, and flexibility. In general, simpler solutions result in better
performance, but do not resolve all the forces that more complex solutions can handle. Ap-
plication developers should not disregard simpler patterns, however. Instead, they should
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Figure 1.2: Patterns for real-time DOC middleware
apply the patterns that are most appropriate for the problem at hand, balancing the need
to support advanced features with the performance and flexibility requirements of their
applications.
Our long-term goal is to develop a “engineering handbook” of patterns for develop-
ing real-time distributed object computing (DOC) middleware as shown in Figure 1.2.
6Chapter 2
Overview of Real-time CORBA
Abstract
This chapter provides an overview to the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [47] and describes the key components in the model. This chapter also introduces
the Real-time CORBA specification [45] and illustrates the components and interfaces in
the specification that can be used for propagating priorities end-to-end and for managing
processor resources.
2.1 Introduction to CORBA
CORBA Object Request Brokers (ORBs) allow clients to invoke operations on distributed
objects without concern for object location, programming language, OS platform, com-
munication protocols and interconnects, and hardware [24]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the key
components in the CORBA reference model [47] that collaborate to provide this degree of
portability, interoperability, and transparency.1 Each component in the CORBA reference
model is outlined below:
Client: A client is a role that obtains references to objects and invokes operations on them
to perform application tasks. A client has no knowledge of the implementation of the object
but does know its logical structure according to its interface. It also doesn’t know of the
object’s location - objects can be remote or collocated relative to the client. Ideally, a client
can access a remote object just like a local object, i.e., object!operation(args).
1This overview only focuses on the CORBA components relevant to this thesis. For a complete synopsis
of CORBA’s components see [46].
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Figure 2.1: Key components in the CORBA 2.x reference model
Figure 2.1 shows how the underlying ORB components described below transmit remote
operation requests transparently from client to object.
Object: In CORBA, an object is an instance of an OMG Interface Definition Language
(IDL) interface. Each object is identified by an object reference, which associates one or
more paths through which a client can access an object on a server. An object ID associates
an object with its implementation, called a servant, and is unique within the scope of an
Object Adapter. Over its lifetime, an object has one or more servants associated with it that
implement its interface.
Servant: This component implements the operations defined by an OMG IDL interface.
In object-oriented (OO) languages, such as C++ and Java, servants are implemented using
one or more class instances. In non-OO languages, such as C, servants are typically imple-
mented using functions and structs. A client never interacts with servants directly, but
always through objects identified by object references.
ORB Core: When a client invokes an operation on an object, the ORB Core is responsi-
ble for delivering the request to the object and returning a response, if any, to the client. An
ORB Core is implemented as a run-time library linked into client and server applications.
For objects executing remotely, a CORBA-compliant ORB Core communicates via a ver-
sion of the General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP), such as the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol
(IIOP) that runs atop the TCP transport protocol. In addition, custom Environment-Specific
Inter-ORB protocols (ESIOPs) can also be defined.
OMG IDL Stubs and Skeletons: IDL stubs and skeletons serve as a “glue” between the
client and servants, respectively, and the ORB. Stubs implement the Proxy pattern [16] and
marshal application parameters into a common message-level representation. Conversely,
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skeletons implement the Adapter pattern [16] and demarshal the message-level representa-
tion back into typed parameters that are meaningful to an application.
IDL Compiler: An IDL compiler transforms OMG IDL definitions into stubs and skele-
tons that are generated automatically in an application programming language, such as
C++ or Java. In addition to providing programming language transparency, IDL compilers
eliminate common sources of network programming errors and provide opportunities for
automated compiler optimizations [11].
Object Adapter: An Object Adapter is a composite component that associates servants
with objects, creates object references, demultiplexes incoming requests to servants, and
collaborates with the IDL skeleton to dispatch the appropriate operation upcall on a ser-
vant. Object Adapters enable ORBs to support various types of servants that possess simi-
lar requirements. This design results in a smaller and simpler ORB that can support a wide
range of object granularities, lifetimes, policies, implementation styles, and other proper-
ties. Even though different types of Object Adapters may be used by an ORB, the only
Object Adapter defined in the CORBA specification is the Portable Object Adapter (POA).
2.2 Overview of Real-time CORBA
Historically, CORBA has lacked features that allow applications to allocate, schedule, and
control key CPU, memory, and networking resources necessary to ensure end-to-end qual-
ity of service. The Real-time CORBA (RT-CORBA) 1.0 specification [45] defines standard
features shown in Figure 2.2 that support end-to-end predictability for operations in fixed-
priority CORBA applications. RT-CORBA includes standard interfaces and QoS policies
that allow applications to configure and control the following:
 Processor resources via thread pools, priority mechanisms, intra-process mutexes,
and a global scheduling service;
 Communication resources via protocol properties and explicit bindings; and
 Memory resources via buffering requests in queues and bounding the size of thread
pools.
Applications typically specify these real-time QoS policies along with other policies when
they invoke standard ORB operations. For instance, when an object reference is created
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Figure 2.2: ORB endsystem features for RT-CORBA
using a QoS-enabled Object Adapter, the Object Adapter ensures that any server-side poli-
cies that affect client-side requests are embedded within a tagged component2 in the object
reference. This enables clients who invoke operations on such object references to honor
the policies required by the target object.
Strict control over the scheduling and execution of processor resources is essential
for many fixed-priority real-time applications. Therefore, RT-CORBA enables client and
server applications to (1) determine the priority at which CORBA invocations will be pro-
cessed and (2) allow servers to pre-define pools of threads to service incoming invocations.
It is important to recognize that RT-CORBA’s priority mechanisms cannot overcome
inherent sources of non-determinism. In particular, ORB middleware cannot imbue a non-
real-time OS or communication infrastructure with completely deterministic behavior [36].
When used in the appropriate environment, however, certain RT-CORBA features help ap-
plication developers and integrators configure heterogeneous systems to preserve priorities
end-to-end, as described below.
2.3 Propagating Priorities with RT-CORBA
Conventional [46] CORBA ORBs provide no standard way for clients to indicate the rela-
tive priorities of their requests to ORB endsystems. This feature is necessary, however, to
2Tagged components are name/value pairs that can be used to export attributes, such as security or QoS
values, from a server to its clients within object references [46].
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reduce end-to-end priority inversion, as well as to bound latency and jitter for applications
with deterministic real-time QoS requirements. Priority inversion is a scheduling hazard
that occurs when a low priority thread or request blocks the execution of a higher prior-
ity thread or request. Therefore, RT-CORBA defines the following platform-independent
mechanisms to specify the priority of operation invocations.
2.3.1 Priority Type System
RT-CORBA defines two types of priorities – CORBA and native – to handle OS hetero-
geneity. Each CORBA operation can be assigned a CORBA priority, which ranges in value
between 0 and 32767, 0 being the minimum while 32767 is the maximum. Each ORB
endsystem along an activity path can be customized to map CORBA priorities to native pri-
orities, which may be unique on different endsystems. Figure 2.3 illustrates how CORBA
priorities can be mapped onto two different native ORB endsystem priorities.
2.3.2 Priority Models
RT-CORBA defines a PriorityModel policy with two values, SERVER_DECLARED and
CLIENT_PROPAGATED, as described below.
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Figure 2.5: CLIENT PROPAGATED RT-CORBA priority model
Server declared priorities: This model allows a server to dictate the priority at which an
invocation made on a particular object will execute. In the server declared model, the pri-
ority is designated a priori by the server and is encoded into the object reference published
to the client, as shown in Figure 2.4. Although the server declares the priority, the client
is aware of the selected priority and can use this information to match its priority with the
server selected priority to minimize end-to-end priority inversion.
Client propagated priorities: Although the server declared model is useful for certain
real-time applications, it is not suited for all application use-cases. For instance, one way
for a server to avoid priority inversion is to process incoming requests at a priority of
the client thread [58]. The RT-CORBA client propagated model allows clients to declare
invocation priorities that must be honored by servers. In this model, each invocation carries
the CORBA priority of the operation in the service context list that is tunneled with its
GIOP request. Each ORB endsystem along the activity path between the client and server
maps this end-to-end CORBA priority to a native OS priority and processes the request at
this priority. Moreover, if the client invokes a two-way operation, its CORBA priority will
determine the priority of the reply.
Figure 2.5 depicts the case where an invocation from a client to a server goes through
a middle-tier server. Each host has a different operating system with different native thread
priority ranges. The CORBA priority of the client is propagated with the request. Each
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Figure 2.6: (a) Thread pool without lanes; (b) Thread pool with lanes
intervening server along the activity path maps the client’s CORBA priority to a native pri-
ority that is appropriate for its host platform. For example, on LynxOS, the global CORBA
priority of 100 can be mapped to a native OS priority of 128. Likewise, on Solaris, the
same global CORBA priority can be mapped to a real-time thread with a priority of 136.
2.4 Managing Processor Resources with RT-CORBA
Thread Pools
Many real-time systems use multi-threading to (a) distinguish between different types of
service, such as high-priority vs. low-priority. tasks [23]; (b) support thread preemption to
prevent unbounded priority inversion and deadlock; and (c) support complex object imple-
mentations that run for variable and/or long durations. To allow real-time ORB endsystems
and applications to leverage these benefits of multi-threading, while controlling the amount
of memory and processor resources they consume, RT-CORBA defines a server thread pool
model [68]. There are two types of thread pools in RT-CORBA:
 Thread pool without lanes – All threads in this basic thread pool model have the same
assigned priority. This model is illustrated in Figure 2.6 (a).
 Thread pool with lanes – Threads in this advanced thread pool model are divided into
lanes that are assigned different priorities. This model is illustrated in Figure 2.6 (b).
Each thread pool is then associated with one or more POA(s). The threads in a pool perform
processing of client requests targeted at its associated POA(s). While a thread pool can be
associated with more than one POA, a POA can be associated with only one thread pool.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the creation and association of thread pools in a server.
A thread pool is configured with the following properties:
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Figure 2.7: POAs and thread pools in RT-CORBA
 Static threads defines the number of threads in the thread pool pre-allocated at thread
pool creation time.
 Dynamic threads defines the maximum number of threads that can be created on-
demand. If a request arrives when all existing threads are busy, a new thread is
created to handle the request if the number of dynamic threads in the pool has not
exceeded the dynamic value specified by the user.
The ability to configure the number of threads allows developers to bound the pro-
cessing resources. Also, developers can choose between dynamic and static threads
to trade off the jitter introduced by dynamic thread creation/destruction with the
wastefulness of underutilized static threads.
 Priority defines the CORBA priority with which threads are created. Depending on
the policies configured in the ORB, the priority of the threads can change subse-
quently. The priority of threads in thread pools with lanes does not change except
when thread borrowing is used as described below. The priority of a thread in a
thread pool without lanes is changed to match the priority of a client making the re-
quest. POA B serviced by thread pool B in Figure 2.7 illustrates this scenario. The
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priority of a thread in a thread pool without lanes is also changed to match the prior-
ity of the servant that uses this thread. POA C serviced by thread pool B in Figure 2.7
illustrates this scenario. The priority of the thread is restored after the client request
has been processed.
 Stack size defines in bytes the size of stack space allocated for each thread.
 Request buffering bounds the maximum client request buffering resources used when
all threads are busy, specified in number of bytes or requests. If a request arrives
when all threads are busy and the buffering space is exhausted, the ORB should raise
a TRANSIENT exception, that indicates a temporary resource shortage. When a client
receives this exception it can reissue the request at a later time. Figure 2.8 illustrates
the thread pool request buffering feature.
 Thread borrowing controls whether a thread lane is allowed to “borrow” threads from
lower priority lanes when it exhausts its maximum number of threads (both static and
dynamic) and requires an additional threads to service new requests. The borrowed
thread has its priority raised to that of the lane that requires it. When the thread is no
longer required, its priority is lowered back to its previous value, and it is returned to
the lower priority lane. This property applies only to thread pools with lanes.
Static threads, dynamic threads, and priority are per-lane properties in thread pool with
lanes model.
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2.5 Concluding Remarks
The Real-time CORBA (RT-CORBA) 1.0 specification [45] offers solutions to resource
management challenges facing researchers and developers of real-time systems, particu-
larly when applications can be designed using fixed priority scheduling. However, for
applications that execute under dynamic load conditions [18] and cannot determine the pri-
orities of various operations a priori without significantly underutilizing various resources,
the OMG is standardizing dynamic scheduling [43] techniques, such as deadline-based [78]
or value-based [29] scheduling. This thesis focus primarily on systems that require fixed
priority scheduling.
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Chapter 3
Scalable, Predictable, and Efficient
Request Demultiplexing
Abstract
Time spent by an ORB demultiplexing requests to servants can constitute a significant
source of overhead for real-time applications [20]. This chapter describes how the de-
multiplexing strategies used impact the scalability and predictability of real-time ORBs.
This chapter also illustrates how optimizations can enable constant time request demulti-
plexing in the average- and worst-case, regardless of organization of the POA hierarchy or
number of POAs, servants, or operations configured in an ORB.
3.1 Introduction to Demultiplexing CORBA Requests
Demultiplexing requires routing requests through the layers of a server endsystem as shown
in Figure 3.1. A CORBA request contains the identity of its object and operation. An object
is identified by an object key, which is a sequence of octets. An operation is represented
as a string. An ORB has to perform the following three layers of demultiplexing to deliver
a CORBA request to the target object implementation, i.e., servant, once the request has
been read by the ORB I/O subsystem:
POA Layer: The first demultiplexing layer locates the POA where the target servant has
been registered. POAs can be nested arbitrarily. Although nesting provides a useful way to
organize policies and namespaces hierarchically, it complicates demultiplexing.
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Figure 3.1: Demultiplexing layers in a CORBA server
Servant Layer: The object key identifies the target POA and the target servant. Once the
target POA is found, the next demultiplexing layer finds the target servant.
Skeleton Layer: Once the target servant is found, the final demultiplexing layer finds the
target skeleton. The operation name identifies the appropriate IDL skeleton that demarshals
the request buffer into operation parameters and performs the upcall to code supplied by
servant developers to implement the object’s operation.
3.1.1 Organization of a Prototypical Server
Figure 3.2 shows the organization of a prototypical server. The POA layer has several hier-
archically organized POAs, each providing a unique namespace for the servants registered
with it. The first POA level in this example server represents television networks, namely
Fox and Disney. The second POA level represents television shows hosted by these net-
works, namely, Simpsons and King of the Hill by the Fox network and Winnie the Pooh by
the Disney network.
The servant layer represents the characters on the television shows. Since Simpsons
has a large number of characters appearing on the show, an extra POA layer is added to
further organize the characters into Family and Townspeople. Each of the leaf POAs has
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Figure 3.2: Organization of a prototypical server
several servants registered with it1. For example, Homer and Lisa are registered with the
POA representing Simpsons Family members.
Finally, the skeleton layer represents favorite habits or actions by the characters in
the television shows. This includes Drinking Beer and exclaiming Doh! by Homer and
Eating Honey and Playing PoohSticks by Winnie the Pooh.
3.2 A Simple Demultiplexing Scheme
A simple way of demultiplexing a request would be to perform a dynamic hash lookup at
each demultiplexing step. For example, to perform the Doh! operation on Homer who is
part of the Simpsons Family on the Fox network, this demultiplexing scheme would:
1. Lookup Fox network POA on the RootPOA;
2. Lookup Simpsons television show POA on the Fox POA;
3. Lookup Family category POA on the Simpsons POA;
1It is not necessary that only the leaf POAs have servants register with them. Any POA, including the
RootPOA can have servants registered with it.
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4. Lookup Homer character servant on the Family POA;
5. Lookup Doh! action skeleton on the Homer servant.
Figure 3.3 shows a request header that identifies the object and operation that should be
invoked on the server. The object key, made up of the POA ID and the servant ID, contains
the complete name of the target POA2 and the name of the servant.
3.2.1 Shortcomings of Simple Demultiplexing Scheme
The simple demultiplexing scheme described in Section 3.2 is generally inappropriate for
high-performance and real-time applications for the following reasons [74]:
Variable number of lookups required: The number of lookups required to reach the
target POA depends on the organization of the POA hierarchy on the server. To reach the
Fox/Simpsons/Family POA, three dynamic hash lookups were required, while two lookups
were required to reach the Disney/Winnie the Pooh POA.
High worst-case time for dynamic hashing: Dynamic hashing provides O(1) perfor-
mance for the average case. However, due to the potential for collisions, its worst-case
execution time is O(n), where n is the number of entries in the map.
Server reorganization leads to new worst-case time: Even though dynamic hashing
has a high worst-case execution time, the worst-case demultiplexing time can be calculated
given the depth of the POA hierarchy, the number of POAs at each level of the hierarchy,
the number of servants in each POA, and the number of operations for each servant. Unfor-
tunately, that calculation is invalidated if the server is reorganized either to add or remove
additional levels to the POA hierarchy or to change the number of POAs, servants, or op-
erations. In addition, when calculating the worst-case demultiplexing time, the maximum
number of the above parameters has to be considered, even though they may fluctuate con-
siderably during the lifetime of the server. This may lead to highly underutilized systems.
2A complete POA name includes the name of the POA plus the names of all its ancestors.
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3.3 Scalable, Predictable, and Efficient CORBA Request
Demultiplexing
Optimizing a POA to support real-time applications requires the resolution of several de-
sign challenges. This section outlines these challenges and describes the patterns we ap-
plied to improve the predictability, performance, and scalability of each demultiplexing
layer.
Skeleton demultiplexing: Figure 3.4 (a) provides a closer look at the demultiplexing
occurring in the skeleton layer. The lookup key for this layer is the operation name defined
by developers when declaring the IDL interface3. Since an IDL interface is defined a priori,
all the operation names are known at compile time.
Given the above constraints, perfect hashing is suitable for demultiplexing in this
layer. Perfect hashing improves on dynamic hashing by pre-computing a collision-free
perfect hash function [62]. Figure 3.4 (b) illustrates a hash map used in this layer which
executes in constant time because there are no collisions.
Servant demultiplexing: Figure 3.5 (a) provides a closer look at the demultiplexing oc-
curring in the servant layer. Although the number and names of operations is known a
priori, the number and names of servants are generally dynamic. However, it is possible
to have a custom representation of the servant ID in the object key since the object key is
ORB-specific and needs to be evaluated only by the ORB that created it.
3It is not possible to modify the operation name to include any additional indexing information without
violating the GIOP protocol.
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Given the above constraints, active demultiplexing [20] is suitable for demultiplex-
ing in this layer. Active demultiplexing replaces the servant name with direct indexing
information. Figure 3.5 (b) illustrates an active map used in this layer that executes in con-
stant time because of direct indexing4. Active demultiplexing has low latency and is highly
predictable. In contrast, dynamic hashing incurs higher constant overhead to compute the
hash function. Moreover, unlike in active demultiplexing, the performance of dynamic
hashing degrades gradually as the number of servants increases.
POA demultiplexing: Figure 3.6 (a) provides a closer look at the demultiplexing occur-
ring in the POA layer. Similar to the servant layer, the number and names of POAs are
generally dynamic. And similar to the servant ID, it is possible to have a custom represen-
tation of the POA ID in the object key. However, unlike the servant layer, POAs can be
organized in a hierarchy.
To alleviate the problem of performing multiple lookups, one of each level of the
POA hierarchy, the POA hierarchy is flattened as shown in Figure 3.6 (b). Even though
the POA hierarchy is flattened for demultiplexing purposes, it is logically still the same:
a POA can be asked for its parent or for the list of its children. Once flattened, active
demultiplexing is suitable for demultiplexing in this layer. Figure 3.6 (c) illustrates an
active map used in this layer that executes in constant time because of direct indexing.
Active demultiplexing for the POA layer provides optimal predictability and scalability,
just as it does when used for the servant layer.
4A generation count in the active map allows recycling of indexes as old servants are removed and new
servants are added to the map.
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Figure 3.6: (a) POA demultiplexing layer; (b) Flattened POA demultiplexing layer; (c)
Active demultiplexing used in POA layer
3.3.1 Summary of Optimized Demultiplexing Strategies
Figure 3.7 summarizes the demultiplexing strategies most appropriate for real-time appli-
cations [23]. The POA hierarchy is flattened thus requiring only one active lookup. Active
demultiplexing is used for the servant layer and perfect hashing is used for the skeleton
layer.
Figure 3.8 shows the revised request header that identifies the object and operation
that should be invoked on the server. The object key now contains active demultiplexing
keys instead of the complete name of the POA and the name of the servant.
Table 3.1 [55] depicts the time in microseconds (s) spent in each layer as a server
processes a request on the quad-CPU 400 MHz Pentium II Xeon. The key observation is
that the times presented in table are independent of the organization of the server. There-
fore, unlike the case of the simple demultiplexing scheme presented in Section 3.2, a change
in the POA hierarchy structure, or a change in the number of POAs, servants, or operations
will not require a reevaluation of the worst-case execution time.
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Table 3.1: Time spent in each demultiplexing step
Operation dependent7. Return value marshal
Servant dependent6. User upcall
Operation dependent5. Parameter demarshal
34. Operation demux
33. Servant demux
22. POA demux
21. Parsing Object Key
Absolute Time (ÿs)Demultiplexing Stage
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3.4 Related Work
Most I/O subsystems demultiplex messages through several layers of the protocol stack.
Likewise, CORBA ORBs perform several extra levels of demultiplexing at the middle-
ware layer to associate incoming client requests with the appropriate servant and opera-
tion. Related work on demultiplexing focuses largely on the lower layers of the proto-
col stack, i.e., the transport layer and below, as opposed to the middleware layer. For
instance, [74, 15, 9, 12] study demultiplexing issues in communication systems and show
how layered demultiplexing is not suitable for applications that require real-time QoS guar-
antees.
Packet filters are a mechanism for efficiently demultiplexing incoming packets to
application endpoints [41]. A number of schemes to implement fast and efficient packet
filters are available. These include the BSD Packet Filter (BPF) [39], the Mach Packet
Filter (MPF) [80], PathFinder [3], demultiplexing based on automatic parsing [28], and the
Dynamic Packet Filter (DPF) [12].
3.5 Concluding Remarks
Demultiplexing in conventional CORBA implementations is typically inefficient and un-
predictable. For instance, [19, 20] show that conventional ORBs spend 17% of the to-
tal server time processing demultiplexing requests. This chapter describes methodologies
that demultiplex predictably while reducing average- and worst-case overhead. Constant
time request demultiplexing regardless of organization of the POA hierarchy or number of
POAs, servants, or operations, allows an ORB to provide uniform, scalable QoS guarantees
to real-time applications.
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Chapter 4
Patterns for Efficient, Predictable,
Scalable, and Flexible Dispatching
Components
Abstract
Dispatching components are responsible for delivering upcalls to one or more application
objects when events or requests arrive in a system. Implementing efficient, predictable, and
scalable dispatching components is challenging, and implementing them for multi-threaded
systems is even more challenging. In particular, dispatching components must be prepared
to (1) deliver the same upcall to multiple objects, (2) dispatch multiple requests simulta-
neously, (3) handle recursive requests originating from application-provided upcalls, (4)
collaborate with applications to control object life-cycles, and (5) add and remove objects
in dispatching tables while upcalls are in progress.
In our distributed object computing (DOC) middleware research, we have imple-
mented many dispatching components that apply common solutions repeatedly to solve the
challenges outlined above. Moreover, we have discovered that the forces constraining dis-
patching components often differ slightly, thereby requiring alternative solution strategies.
This chapter presents a set of patterns that describe successful solutions appropriate for
key dispatching challenges arising in various real-time DOC middleware and applications.
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Figure 4.1: Multiple dispatching components in DOC middleware
4.1 Introduction to Dispatching
This chapter presents a family of related patterns that we have used to develop efficient,
predictable, and scalable dispatching components in a variety of application domains, an
example of which is shown in Figure 4.1. These domains include real-time avionics mission
computing with strict periodic dead-line requirements [23] and distributed interactive sim-
ulations with high scalability requirements [49]. In addition, various dispatching-oriented
framework components, such as Reactors [64], Proactors [52], Observers [16], and Model-
View-Controllers [5] are implemented using these patterns.
This section summarizes the functionality and requirements of two common use-
cases that illustrate the challenges associated with developing dispatching components. In
the first use-case, events are dispatched to a single object, e.g., through a CORBA ORB.
The second use-case occurs when events are dispatched to multiple objects, e.g., through
an Event Channel [42].
Object Adapter dispatching components: The core responsibilities of a CORBA Ob-
ject Adapter include (1) generating identifiers for objects that are exported to clients and
(2) mapping subsequent client requests to the appropriate object implementations, that
CORBA calls servants. Figure 4.2 illustrates the general structure and interactions of a
CORBA Object Adapter. In addition to its core responsibilities, a CORBA Object Adapter
must handle the following situations correctly, robustly, and efficiently:
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Figure 4.2: Object Adapter structure and interactions
 Non-existent objects: Clients may invoke requests on “stale” identifiers, i.e., on ob-
jects that have been deactivated from the Object Adapter. In this case, the Object
Adapter should not use the stale object because it may have been deleted by the
application. Instead, it must propagate an appropriate exception back to the client.
 Unusual object activation/deactivation: Object Adapters are responsible for activat-
ing and deactivating objects on-demand. Moreover, server application objects can
activate or deactivate other objects in response to client requests. An object can even
deactivate itself while in its own upcall, e.g., if the request is a “shut yourself down”
message.
 Multi-threading hazards: Implementing an Object Adapter that works correctly and
efficiently in a multi-threaded environment is challenging. For instance, there are
many opportunities for deadlock, unduly reduced concurrency, and priority inversion
that may arise from recursive calls to an Object Adapter while it is dispatching re-
quests. Likewise, excessive synchronization overhead may arise from coarse-grained
or imprecise locking performed on a dispatching table.
Event Channel dispatching components: The CORBA Event Service defines partici-
pants that provide a asynchronous and decoupled type of communication service that alle-
viates some restrictions [23] with the standard synchronous CORBA ORB operation invo-
cation models. As shown in Figure 4.3 suppliers generate events and consumers process
events received from suppliers. This figure also illustrates the Event Channel, which is
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a mediator [16] that dispatches events to consumers on behalf of suppliers. By using an
Event Channel, a supplier can deliver events to one or more consumers without requiring
any of these participants to know about each other explicitly.
Components that dispatch events to multiple objects must address a different set of
challenges relative to components dispatching to a single object. These challenges include
managing additions and removals to consumer subscriptions while dispatching to multiple
consumers is in progress. Patterns that describe and address these challenges are presented
in [53]. This chapter focuses mainly on components that dispatch to a single object.
Historically, a variety of ad hoc strategies have emerged to address the dispatching
challenges outlined above. No one strategy is optimal for all application domains or use-
cases, however. For instance, real-time implementations may impose too much overhead
for high-performance, “best-effort” systems. Likewise, implementations tailored for multi-
threading may impose excessive locking overhead for single-threaded reactive systems. In
addition, strategies that support recursive access can incur excessive overhead if all upcalls
are dispatched to separate threads or remote servers. Thus, what is required are strategies
and methodologies that systematically capture the range of possible solutions that arise in
the design space of dispatching components. One family of these strategies is described in
the following section.
4.2 Patterns for Dispatching to a Single Object
Certain patterns, such as Strategized Locking [65] or Strategy [16] address some of the
challenges associated with developing efficient, predictable, scalable, and flexible dispatch-
ing components. In other cases, however, the relationships and collaborations between
dispatching components require more specialized solutions. Moreover, as noted in Sec-
tion 4.1, no single pattern or strategy alone resolves all the forces faced by developers of
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complex dispatching components. Therefore, this section presents patterns that addresses
the challenges for dispatching components outlined in Section 4.1. The initial patterns are
relatively straightforward and are intended for less complex systems. The latter patterns
are more intricate and address more complex requirements for efficiency, predictability,
scalability, and flexibility.
4.2.1 Serialized Dispatching
Context: Dispatching components typically contain a collection of target objects that
reside in one or more dispatching tables. These tables are used to select appropriate objects
based upon identifiers contained in incoming requests.
Problem: Multi-threaded applications must serialize access to their dispatching table(s)
to prevent data corruption.
Forces: Serialization mechanisms, such as mutexes or semaphores, should be used care-
fully to avoid excessive locking, priority inversion, and non-determinism. High-performance
and real-time systems can maximize parallelism by minimizing serialization. However, ap-
plication correctness cannot be sacrificed to improve performance, e.g., a multi-threaded
applications should be able to add and remove objects registered with the dispatching table
efficiently during run-time without corrupting the dispatching table.
Solution: Serialize dispatching of requests by using the Monitor Object pattern [70]
where a single monitor lock serializes access to the entire dispatching table, as shown
in Figure 4.4. The monitor lock is held both while (1) searching the table to locate the
object and (2) dispatching the appropriate operation call on the application-provided code.
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In addition, the same monitor lock is used when inserting and removing entries from the
table.
Consequences: A regular monitor lock is sufficient to achieve the level of serialization
necessary for this dispatching component. Serialization overhead is minimal since only
one set of acquire/release calls is made on the lock during an upcall. Thus, this design is
appropriate when there is little or no contention for the dispatching table or when upcalls
to application code are short-lived.
A simple protocol can control the life-cycle of objects registered with the dispatch-
ing component. For instance, an object cannot be destroyed while it is still registered in the
dispatching table. Since the table’s monitor lock is used for dispatching and modifying the
table, other threads cannot delete an object that is in the midst of being dispatched.
However, this pattern may be inadequate for systems with stringent real-time re-
quirements. In particular, the monitor lock is held during the execution of application code,
which makes it hard for the dispatching component to predict how long it will take to re-
lease the monitor lock. Likewise, this pattern does not work well when there is significant
contention for the dispatching table. For instance, if two requests arrive simultaneously for
different target objects in the same dispatching table, only one of them can be dispatched
at a time.
4.2.2 Serialized Dispatching with a Recursive Mutex
Context: Same as outlined in Section 4.2.1.
Problem: Monitor locks are not recursive on many OS platforms. When using non-
recursive locks, attempts to query or modify the dispatch table while holding the lock will
cause deadlock. Thus application upcall code cannot query or modify the dispatch table
since it is called while the lock is held.
Forces: A monitor lock cannot be released before dispatching the application upcall be-
cause another thread could remove and destroy the object while it is still being dispatched.
Solution: Serialize dispatching of requests by using a recursive monitor lock [51]. A
recursive lock allows the calling thread to re-acquire the lock if that thread already owns
it. The structure of this solution is identical to the one shown in Figure 4.4, except that a
recursive monitor lock is used in lieu of a non-recursive lock.
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Consequences: As before, the monitor lock serializes concurrent access to avoid corrup-
tion of the dispatching table. Unlike the Serialized Dispatching pattern outlined in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, however, application upcalls can modify the dispatching table or dispatch new
upcalls.
Unfortunately, this solution does not resolve the concurrency and predictability
problems since the monitor is held through the upcall. In particular, it is (1) still hard
for the dispatching component to predict how long the monitor lock will be held and (2)
the component does not allow multiple requests to be dispatched simultaneously. More-
over, recursive monitor locks are usually more expensive than their non-recursive counter-
parts [63].
4.2.3 Dispatching with a Readers/Writer Lock
Context: In complex DOC middleware and applications, requests often arrive simulta-
neously. Unless application upcalls are sharing resources that must be serialized, these
operations should be dispatched and executed concurrently. Even if hardware support is
not available for parallel execution, it may be possible to execute events and requests con-
currently by overlapping CPU-intensive operations with I/O-intensive operations.
Problem: Serialized Dispatching patterns are inefficient for implementing concurrent
dispatching upcalls since they do not distinguish between read and write operations, and
thus serialize all operations on the dispatching table.
Forces: Although dispatching table modifications typically require exclusive access, dis-
patching operations does not. However, the dispatching component must ensure that the
table is not modified while a thread is dispatching an upcall.
Solution: Use a readers/writer lock to serialize access to the dispatching table. The criti-
cal path, i.e., looking up the target object and invoking an operation on it, does not modify
the table. Therefore, a read lock will suffice for this path. Operations that modify the
dispatching table, such as adding or removing objects from it, require exclusive access.
Therefore, a write lock is required for these operations. Figure 4.5 illustrates the struc-
ture of this solution, where multiple reader threads can dispatch operations concurrently,
whereas writer threads are serialized.
Consequences: Readers/writer locks allow multiple readers to access a shared resource
simultaneously, while only allowing one writer to access the shared resource at a time.
Thus, the solution described above allows multiple concurrent dispatch calls.
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Some DOC middlewares execute the upcall in a separate thread in the same process
or on a remote object. Other middlewares execute the upcall in the same thread after releas-
ing the read lock. Yet others don’t allow upcalls to make changes to the dispatch table.
Thus, this readers/writer locking pattern [51] can be applied to such systems without any
risk of deadlocks. However, this solution is not applicable to systems that change the table
from within an upcall while the read lock is held. This would require upgrading the read-
ers/writer lock from a read lock to a write lock. Unfortunately, standard readers/writer
lock implementations, such as Solaris/UI threads [13], do not support upgradable locks.
Even when this support exists, if multiple threads require simultaneous upgrades, only one
lock upgrade will succeed.
Note that applications using readers/writer locks become responsible for providing
appropriate serialization of their data structures since they cannot rely on the dispatching
component itself to serialize upcalls. As with recursive locks, the serialization overhead
of readers/writer locks may be higher compared to regular locks [63] when little or no
contention occurs on the dispatching table.
Implementors of this pattern must analyze their dispatching component carefully to
identify operations that require only a read lock versus those that require a write lock.
For example, the CORBA Object Adapter supports activation of objects within upcalls.
Thus, when a dispatch lookup is initiated, the Object Adapter cannot be certain whether
the upcall will modify the dispatching table. Note that gratuitously acquiring a write
lock is self-defeating since it may impede concurrent access to the table unnecessarily.
Finally, this solution does not resolve the predictability problem. In particular, un-
bounded priority inversion may occur when high-priority writer threads are suspended wait-
ing for low-priority reader threads to complete dispatching upcalls.
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4.2.4 Reference Counting during Dispatch
Context: A multi-threaded system has stringent QoS requirements that demand pre-
dictable and efficient behavior from the dispatching component.
Problem: To be predictable, the system must eliminate all unbounded priority inversions.
In addition, system efficiency should be maximized by reducing bounded priority inver-
sions.
Forces: During an upcall, an application can invoke operations that modify the dispatch-
ing table. In addition, the dispatching component must be efficient and scalable, maximiz-
ing concurrency whenever possible.
Solution: Reference count the entries of the dispatching table during dispatch by using
a single lock to serialize (1) changes to the reference count and (2) modifications to the
table. As shown in Figure 4.6, the lock is acquired during the upcall, the appropriate entry
is located, its reference count increased, and the lock is released before performing the
application upcall. Once the upcall completes, the lock is re-acquired, the reference count
on the entry is decremented, and the lock is released.
As long as the reference count on the entry remains greater than zero, the entry
is not removed and the corresponding object is not destroyed. Concurrency hazards are
avoided, therefore, because the reference count is always greater than zero while a thread
is processing an upcall for that entry. If an object is removed from the dispatching table,
its entry is only logically removed if outstanding upcalls are pending on it. The thread that
brings the reference count to zero is responsible for deleting this entry from the table.
In programming languages, such as C and C++, that lack built-in garbage collec-
tion, the dispatching table must collaborate with the application to control the objects’
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life-cycle. In this case, objects are usually reference counted1. For example, the reference
count is usually incremented when the object is registered with the dispatching table and
decremented when the object is removed from the dispatching table.
Consequences: This pattern supports multiple simultaneous upcalls since the lock is not
held during the upcall. For the same reason, this model also supports recursive calls . An
important benefit of this pattern is that the level of priority inversion does not depend on the
duration of the upcall. In fact, priority inversion can be calculated as a function of the time
needed to search the dispatching table. In Chapter 3, we have shown that bounded and very
low search times can be achieved using techniques like active demultiplexing and perfect
hashing. Implementations that use these techniques in conjunction with the serialization
pattern described here can achieve predictable dispatching with bounded priority inversion.
A disadvantage of this pattern, however, is that it acquires and releases the lock
twice per upcall. In practice, this usually does not exceed the cost of a single recursive
monitor lock or a single readers/writer monitor lock [63]. This solution does, however,
warrant extra care in the following special circumstances:
 Accessing “logically deleted” objects – A new request arrives for an object that has
been logically but not physically removed from the dispatching table. Additional
state can be used to record that this object has been removed and should therefore
receive no new requests.
 Reactivating “logically deleted” objects – An implementation must handle the case
where an object has been logically deleted and a client application requests a new
object to be inserted for the same identifier as the logically deleted object. Typically,
the new insertion must block until upcalls on the old object complete and the old
object is physically removed from the dispatching table.
4.3 Concluding Remarks
This chapter described patterns for developing and selecting appropriate solutions to com-
mon problems encountered when developing efficient, scalable, predictable, and flexible
dispatching components. Table 4.1 summarizes the different patterns for dispatching to a
single object and compares their relative strengths and weaknesses. Real-time ORBs can
use the reference counting dispatching pattern (described in Section 4.2.4) to bound priority
inversion and hence provide timeliness guarantees to real-time applications.
1Note that this reference count is different from the per-entry reference count described above.
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Table 4.1: Summary of dispatching to single object
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Chapter 5
Patterns for Implementing Thread Pools
in Real-Time CORBA
Abstract
This chapter presents two contributions to improving the quality of implementation of RT-
CORBA thread pools. First, the key patterns underlying common strategies for implement-
ing RT-CORBA thread pools are described. Second, we evaluate each thread pool strategy
in terms of its consequences for (1) feature support, such as request buffering and thread
borrowing, (2) scalability in terms of endpoints and event demultiplexers required, (3) effi-
ciency in terms of data movement, context switches, memory allocations, and synchroniza-
tions required, (4) optimizations in terms of stack and thread specific storage allocations,
and (5) bounded and unbounded priority inversions incurred in each implementation. This
chapter also provides results that illustrate empirically how different thread pool imple-
mentation strategies perform in different ORB configurations.
5.1 Introduction to Implementing Thread Pools
We present two general strategies for implementing RT-CORBA thread pools. The first
strategy uses the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern [70], where I/O thread(s) buffer the incom-
ing requests in a queue and a different set of worker threads then process the requests.
The second strategy uses the Leader/Followers pattern [69] to demultiplex I/O events into
threads in a pool without requiring additional I/O threads. Each strategy is preferable for
certain application domains, e.g.:
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 Internet servers may use the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern to improve scalability, at
the expense of increased average- and worst-case latency.
 Telecom servers may tolerate some degree of priority inversion when using the Half-
Sync/Half-Async pattern to support buffering and borrowing across different priority
bands.
 Embedded avionics control systems may trade resource duplication for avoiding pri-
ority inversions by using the Leader/Followers pattern.
Although RT-CORBA defines a standard set of interfaces and policy types, it intention-
ally underspecifies many quality of implementation details, such as the ORB’s memory
management and connection management strategies. Though this approach maximizes the
freedom of RT-CORBA ORB developers, it requires that application developers and end-
users understand how an ORB is designed and how its design affects the schedulability,
scalability, and predictability of their application.
The thread pool architecture is an essential dimension of an RT-CORBA ORB that
also falls into the category of quality of implementation detail. In this section, we use
patterns to describe these two strategies in detail, outlining their structure, dynamics, im-
plementation, and consequences1. We focus on patterns in this chapter to generalize the
applicability of our work.
5.2 Half-Sync/Half-Async
The Half-Sync/Half-Async architectural pattern decouples asynchronous and synchronous
service processing in concurrent systems, to simplify programming without unduly reduc-
ing performance. The pattern introduces two intercommunicating layers, one for asyn-
chronous and one for synchronous service processing.
5.2.1 Problem
Concurrent systems often contain a mixture of asynchronous and synchronous processing.
For example, asynchronous events that an RT-CORBA server must react to include network
messages and software signals. However, there are several components of an RT-CORBA
1For completeness, this chapter contains abbreviated descriptions of the Half-Sync/Half-Async and
Leader/Followers patterns, focusing on the implementation of thread pools in RT-CORBA. Thorough dis-
cussion of these patterns appear in [70] and [69].
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server that require synchronous processing, such as execution of application-specific ser-
vant code.
Synchronous programming is usually less complex compared to asynchronous pro-
gramming because the thread of control can block awaiting the completion of operations.
Blocking operations allow programs to maintain state information and execution history
in their run-time activation record stack. If all tasks are processed synchronously within
separate threads of control, however, thread management overhead can be excessive. Each
thread contains resources that must be created, stored, retrieved, synchronized, and de-
stroyed by a thread manager.
Conversely, asynchronous programming is generally more efficient. In particular,
interrupt-driven asynchronous systems may incur less context switching overhead [71] than
synchronous threaded systems. In addition, asynchronous services can be mapped directly
onto OS asynchrony mechanisms, such as WinNT I/O completion ports [61, 70]. However,
asynchronous programs are harder to develop, debug, and maintain. Asynchronous pro-
grams must manage additional data structures that contain state information and execution
history, which must be saved and restored when a thread of control is preempted by an
interrupt handler.
Two forces must therefore be resolved when specifying an RT-CORBA threading
architecture that executes services both synchronously and asynchronously:
 The architecture should be designed so parts of the ORB that can benefit from the
simplicity of synchronous processing need not address the complexities of asyn-
chrony. Similarly, ORB services that must maximize performance should not need
to suffer the inefficiencies of synchronous processing.
 The architecture should enable the synchronous and asynchronous processing ser-
vices to communicate without complicating their programming model or unduly de-
grading their performance.
Although the need for both programming simplicity and high performance may seem con-
tradictory, it is essential that both these forces be resolved in scalable RT-CORBA imple-
mentations.
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Figure 5.1: Structure of participants in the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern
5.2.2 Solution
An RT-CORBA ORB endsystem can be decomposed into two layers [5], synchronous and
asynchronous; a queueing layer is introduced to mediate the communication between ser-
vices in the asynchronous and synchronous layers.
5.2.3 Structure and Collaboration
The structure of the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern is illustrated in Figure 5.1 and the col-
laborations are illustrated in Figure 5.2. This design follows the Layers pattern [5] and
includes the following participants:
Synchronous service layer: This layer performs high-level processing services. Services
in the synchronous layer run in separate threads that can block while performing operations.
In an RT-CORBA server, this layer:
1. Dequeues a request from the queueing layer;
2. Finds the target servant for the request;
3. Demarshals the request;
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Figure 5.2: Collaboration between layers in the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern
4. Performs upcalls into application-specific code by calling into the target servant reg-
istered in the POA by the application;
5. Marshals the reply (if any) to the client; and
6. Enqueues the reply (if any) in the queueing layer.
Asynchronous service layer: This layer performs lower-level processing services, which
typically emanate from one or more external event sources. Services in the asynchronous
layer cannot block while performing operations without unduly degrading the performance
of other services. In an RT-CORBA server, this layer:
1. Reads the incoming request from the network;
2. Finds the target thread pool that will handle this request; and
3. Adds the request to the thread pool’s queue that has the appropriate priority.
Queueing layer: This layer provides the mechanism for communicating between ser-
vices in the synchronous and asynchronous layers. For example, messages containing data
and control information are produced by asynchronous services, then buffered at the queue-
ing layer for subsequent retrieval by synchronous services, and vice versa. The queueing
layer is responsible for notifying services in one layer when messages are passed to them
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Figure 5.3: Implementing a RT-CORBA thread pool using the Half-Sync/Half-Async pat-
tern
from the other layer. The queueing layer therefore enables the asynchronous and syn-
chronous layers to interact in a “producer/consumer” manner, similar to the structure de-
fined by the Pipes and Filters pattern [5]. For an RT-CORBA server, this layer queues
incoming requests from and outgoing replies to clients.
External event sources: These sources generate events that are received and processed
by the asynchronous service layer. For an RT-CORBA server, common sources of external
events include sensors, network interfaces, disk controllers, and end-user terminals.
5.2.4 Implementation Synopsis
Figure 5.3 illustrates the architecture of a RT-CORBA ORB where thread pools are de-
signed using the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern. The asynchronous layer performs I/O pro-
cessing, demultiplexing of incoming requests, and multiplexing of outgoing replies. It
consists of the following components:
 Acceptor – An Acceptor [70] services connection requests from clients. The client
establishes multiple connections to the server, one for every range of priorities that
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will be used by the client when making requests. After a connection has been es-
tablished, it is moved to the Reactor with the corresponding priority during the first
request.
 Reactors – Each priority supported by the server has a corresponding Reactor [70],
which is used to demultiplex and dispatch incoming client requests.
 Threads – The Acceptor is serviced by a thread running at an ORB-defined priority.
Each Reactor is serviced by thread(s) at the appropriate priority.
To avoid priority inversion, the queueing layer consists of multiple queues, one for every
thread pool lane. I/O threads read the incoming request, determine their target thread pool,
and deposit the request into the right queue for processing. The synchronous layer consists
of the threads in thread pool lanes. These threads block on a condition variable, waiting
for requests to show up in their queue. After dequeuing the request, the target servant is
found in the target POA, the request is demarshaled and application-level servant code is
executed.
5.2.5 Consequences
The Half-Sync/Half-Async implementation of RT-CORBA thread pools has the following
benefits:
 Simplified programming: The programming of the synchronous phase is simplified
without degrading the performance of the asynchronous layer. Distributed systems
based on RT-CORBA often have a larger quantity and variety of high-level process-
ing services than lower-level services. Decoupling higher-level synchronous services
from lower-level asynchronous processing services can therefore simplify ORB de-
velopment because complex concurrency control, interrupt handling, and timing ser-
vices can be localized within the asynchronous service layer. The asynchronous
layer can also handle low-level details that are difficult to program robustly and can
manage the interaction with hardware-specific components, such as DMA (Direct
Memory Access), memory management, and network I/O.
 Support for request buffering and thread borrowing: Since a request remains in the
queueing layer until a thread is available to service it, the queueing layer can be
used to buffer requests by bursty clients. Thread borrowing can also be implemented
relatively easily by buffering the request in a queue that has threads available to
process the request.
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 Sharing of I/O resources: ORB resources, such as reactors and acceptors, are per-
priority resources in the I/O layer. Therefore, if a server is configured with many
thread pools that have similar lane priorities, I/O layer resources are shared by these
lanes.
 Easier piece-by-piece integration into the ORB: Ease of implementation and integra-
tion are important practical considerations in any project. Due to its layered structure,
this approach is easier to design, implement, integrate, and test incrementally.
The Half-Sync/Half-Async implementation of RT-CORBA thread pools also has the fol-
lowing liabilities:
 Data exchange overhead: When exchanging data between the synchronous and asyn-
chronous layers, the queueing layer can incur a significant performance overhead
due to context switching, synchronization, cache coherency management, and data-
copying overhead [71].
 No memory management optimizations: Since a request is handed off from an I/O
thread in the asynchronous layer to a thread pool thread in the synchronous layer,
stack memory and thread-specific storage (TSS) [70] cannot be used to optimize
memory management for client requests. Instead, a shared memory pool must be
used to allocate storage for the requests. Unfortunately, synchronization for this
shared memory pool can lead to extra overhead. Moreover, if the memory pool is
shared between threads of different priorities, it can lead to priority inversion.
Table 5.1 summarizes the evaluation for Half-Sync/Half-Async implementation of RT-
CORBA thread pools.
5.3 Leader/Followers
The Leader/Followers architectural pattern provides an efficient concurrency strategy where
multiple threads take turns sharing a set of event sources in order to detect, demultiplex,
dispatch, and process service requests that occur on the event sources.
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Table 5.1: Evaluation of Half-Sync/Half-Async thread pools
Poor: some unbounded, many boundedPriority Inversion
Poor: stack and TSS memory not supportedOptimizations
Poor: high overhead for data movement, context
switches, memory allocations, and synchronizationsEfficiency
Good: I/O layer resources sharedScalability
Good: supports request buffering and thread borrowingFeature Support
EvaluationCriteria
5.3.1 Problem
Mission-critical RT-CORBA servers often process a high volume of requests that arrive
simultaneously. To process these requests efficiently, the following three forces must be
resolved:
 Associating a thread with each connected client may be infeasible due to the scala-
bility limitations of applications or the underlying OS and hardware platforms.
 Allocating memory dynamically for each request passed between multiple threads
incurs significant overhead on conventional multiprocessor operating systems.
 Multiple threads that demultiplex events from a shared set of event sources must
coordinate to prevent race conditions. Race conditions can occur if multiple threads
try to access or modify certain types of event sources simultaneously.
5.3.2 Solution
A pool of threads is structured to share incoming client requests by taking turns demulti-
plexing the requests and synchronously dispatching the associated servant code that pro-
cesses the request.
More specifically, this thread pool mechanism allows multiple threads to coordi-
nate themselves and protect critical sections while detecting, demultiplexing, dispatch-
ing, and processing requests. In this mechanism, one thread at a time—the leader—waits
for a request to arrive from the set of connected clients. Meanwhile, other threads—the
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Figure 5.4: Structure of participants in the Leader/Followers pattern
followers—can queue up waiting their turn to become the leader. After the current leader
thread detects a new client request, it first promotes a follower thread to become the new
leader. It then plays the role of a processing thread, demultiplexing and dispatching the
request to application-specific code. Multiple processing threads can handle requests con-
currently while the current leader thread waits for new requests. After handling its request,
a processing thread reverts to a follower role and waits to become the leader thread again.
5.3.3 Structure and Collaboration
The key participants in the Leader/Followers pattern are shown in Figure 5.4 and are de-
scribed below:
Handles and handle sets: Handles identify operating systems objects, such as network
connections, that indicate when new requests arrive from clients. A handle set is a collec-
tion of handles that can be used to wait for one or more clients to send requests.
Event Handlers: The ORB event handler dispatches the incoming request to the target
servant. This process includes:
1. Reading the request from the network;
2. Finding the target servant for the request;
3. Demarshaling the request;
4. Performing the upcall into application-specific code by calling into the target servant
registered in the POA by the application;
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5. Marshaling the reply (if any) to the client; and
6. Sending the reply (if any) back to the client.
Thread Pool: At the heart of the Leader/Followers pattern is a thread pool, which is a
group of threads that share a synchronizer, such as a condition variable, and implement a
protocol for coordinating their transition between various roles. A thread’s state transitions
are shown in Figure 5.5 and collaborations in the Leader/Followers pattern are shown in
Figure 5.6.
5.3.4 Implementation Synopsis
In this design, each RT-CORBA thread pool lane has an integrated I/O layer, i.e., there is
one acceptor and one reactor for every lane. Clients connect to the acceptor endpoint with
the desired priority and as shown in Figure 5.7, all client request processing (as described
in Section 5.3.3) is performed by the thread of desired priority from very beginning. Thus,
there are no context switches and priority inversions are minimized.
In addition, the ORB does not create any internal I/O threads. This allows appli-
cation programmers full control over the number and properties of all the threads with the
RT-CORBA thread pool APIs. In contrast, the Half-Sync/Half-Async implementation has
I/O layer threads, so either a proprietary API must be added or the application programmer
will not have full control over all the thread resources.
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5.3.5 Consequences
The Leader/Followers pattern provides several benefits and improvements compared with
the Half-Sync/Half-Async thread pool strategy described in Section 5.2:
 Memory optimizations: It enhances cache affinity and eliminates the need for dy-
namic memory allocation and data buffer sharing between threads. For example,
a processing thread can read the request into buffer space allocated on its run-time
stack or by using thread-specific storage (TSS) [70].
 Reduced synchronization: It minimizes locking overhead by not exchanging data
between threads, thereby reducing thread synchronization.
 Reduced priority inversion: It can reduce priority inversion because no extra queue-
ing is introduced in the server. When combined with real-time I/O subsystems [34],
the Leader/Followers thread pool implementation can reduce sources of non-determinism
in server request processing significantly.
 Improved dispatch latency: It does not require a context switch to handle each re-
quest, reducing the request dispatching latency. Note that promoting a follower
thread to fulfill the leader role does require a context switch. If two events arrive
simultaneously, this increases the dispatching latency for the second event, but the
performance is no worse than the Half-Sync/Half-Async thread pool implementation.
However, the Leader/Followers pattern has the following liabilities:
 Implementation complexity: The advanced variants of the Leader/Followers pattern
are harder to implement than Half-Sync/Half-Async thread pools. A thorough dis-
cussion of these variants appears in [70].
 Lack of flexibility: The queueing layer in the Half-Sync/Half-Async thread pool im-
plementation makes it easy to support features like request buffering and thread bor-
rowing. In the Leader/Followers implementation, however, it is harder to implement
these features because there is no explicit queue.
Table 5.2 summarizes the evaluation for Leader/Followers implementation of RT-CORBA
thread pools.
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Table 5.2: Evaluation of Leader/Followers thread pools
Good: little or no priority inversionsPriority Inversion
Good: stack and TSS memory supportedOptimizations
Good: little or no overhead for data movement, memory
allocations, or synchronizationsEfficiency
Poor: I/O layer resources not sharedScalability
Poor: not easy to support request buffering or thread borrowingFeature Support
EvaluationCriteria
Table 5.3: Salient operations invoked by the Half-Sync/Half-Async and the
Leader/Followers thread pool implementations
02dequeue
02enqueue
28locks
12signal
02malloc
02free
Times called
for LF
Times called
for HS/HAOperations
5.4 Empirical Results
This section empirically compares the performance of the Half-Sync/Half-Async vs. the
Leader/Followers thread pool implementation. Table 5.3 shows the salient operations in-
voked by the two thread pool implementations in the critical path of processing a request.
The Half-Sync/Half-Async thread pool implementation invokes malloc twice: (1)
to create a buffer for the request, and (2) to create a buffer for the reply. Correspondingly,
free is called twice to delete the dynamically allocated buffers. enqueue is called twice:
(1) when the asynchronous layer queues the request for the synchronous layer, and (2)
when the synchronous layer queues the reply for the asynchronous layer. Correspondingly,
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dequeue is called twice to remove the request and reply from the queuing layer. signal
is called twice, once after every enqueue operation to notify the receiving layer. Eight
locks are held in the critical path, once for every malloc and free to synchronize the
shared memory pool, and once of every enqueue and dequeue operation to synchronize
the queuing layer.
Conversely, the Leader/Followers thread pool implementation creates the request
and reply buffers utilizing space allocated on its run-time stack. Therefore, does not invoke
malloc or free. In addition, since the request is completely processed by a single thread,
it eliminates the queuing layer and the corresponding enqueue and dequeue operations.
signal is called once to promote a follower to leader before processing the request. Two
locks are held in the critical path: (1) to promote a new leader, and (2) to become a follower.
Figure 5.8 compares the relative performance of the two thread pool implementa-
tions as the number of threads in the pool increases. Not only does the Leader/Followers
thread pool implementation outperform the Half-Sync/Half-Async implementation, it scales
much better as the number of threads increases. This is because the Half-Sync/Half-Async
thread pool implementation incurs higher overhead for memory allocation, locking, and
data movement compared to the Leader/Followers implementation.
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5.5 Related Work
In this section, we compare our work on TAO’s RT-CORBA thread pools with related work
on CORBA.
URI TDMI. Wolfe et al. developed a real-time CORBA system at the US Navy Research
and Development Laboratories (NRaD) and the University of Rhode Island (URI) [79]. The
system supports expression and enforcement of dynamic end-to-end timing constraints
through timed distributed method invocations (TDMIs) [14]. A difference between TAO
and the URI approach is that TDMIs are based on timing constraints, e.g., deadlines rela-
tive to the current time, whereas TAO’s threading strategies are based on the fixed-priority
scheduling features defined in the RT-CORBA specification.
BBN QuO. The Quality Objects (QuO) distributed object middleware was developed at
BBN Technologies [81]. QuO is based on CORBA and provides the following support for
QoS-enabled applications:
 Run-time performance tuning and configuration through the specification of oper-
ating regions, behavior alternatives, and reconfiguration strategies. This allows the
QuO run-time to trigger reconfiguration adaptively as system conditions change (rep-
resented by transitions between operating regions); and
 Feedback across software and distribution boundaries based on a control loop in
which client applications and server objects request levels of service and are noti-
fied of changes in service.
The QuO model employs several QoS definition languages (QDLs) that describe the
QoS characteristics of various objects, such as expected usage patterns, structural details
of objects, and resource availability. QuO’s QDLs are based on the separation of concerns
advocated by Aspect-Oriented Programming (AoP) [30]. The QuO middleware adds sig-
nificant value to adaptive real-time ORBs such as TAO. We are currently collaborating [37]
with the BBN QuO team to integrate the TAO and QuO middleware as part of the DARPA
Quorum project [8].
UCI TMO. The Time-triggered Message-triggered Objects (TMO) project [31] at the
University of California, Irvine, supports the integrated design of distributed OO systems
and real-time simulators of their operating environments. The TMO model provides struc-
tured timing semantics for distributed real-time object-oriented applications by extending
conventional invocation semantics for object methods, i.e., CORBA operations, to include
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(1) invocation of time-triggered operations based on system times and (2) invocation and
time bounded execution of conventional message-triggered operations.
TAO differs from TMO in that TAO provides a complete CORBA ORB, as well as
CORBA ORB services and real-time extensions. Timer-based invocation capabilities are
provided through TAO’s Real-Time Event Service [23]. Where the TMO model creates
new ORB services to provide its time-based invocation capabilities [32], TAO provides a
subset of these capabilities by extending the standard CORBA Event Service. We believe
TMO and TAO are complementary technologies because (1) TMO extends and generalizes
TAO’s existing time-based invocation capabilities and (2) TAO provides a configurable and
dependable connection infrastructure needed by the TMO CNCM service. We are currently
collaborating with the UCI TMO team to integrate the TAO and TMO middleware as part
of the DARPA NEST project.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
Thread pools are an important RT-CORBA capability since they allow application devel-
opers and end-users to control and bound the amount of resources dedicated to concur-
rency and queueing. There are various strategies for implementing thread pools in the
RT-CORBA. Since certain strategies are optimal for certain application domains, users of
RT-CORBA middleware must understand the trade-offs between the different strategies.
This chapter described the Half-Sync/Half-Async and the Leader/Followers strate-
gies for implementing RT-CORBA thread pools. We evaluated these strategies using sev-
eral different factors and presented results that illustrate empirically how different thread
pool implementation strategies perform in different ORB configurations. Our pattern-
based descriptions are intended to help application developers and end-users understand
the schedulability, scalability, and predictability consequences of a particular thread pool
implementation in an RT-CORBA ORB.
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Chapter 6
Real-time ORB Design
Abstract
This chapter takes a careful look at the end-to-end critical code path of a CORBA request
and identifies sources of unbounded priority inversion within the ORB. It then shows how
the ORB can be redesigned to use non-multiplexed resources to eliminate the sources of
unbounded priority inversion. This chapter also examines how RT-CORBA adds several
new challenges to collocation, endpoint selection, and memory management schemes and
how these mechanisms can be redesigned to improve performance and predictability.
6.1 Tracing an Invocation
In order to identify sources of unbounded priority inversion within the ORB, this section
traces the end-to-end critical code path of a CORBA request. The first part sets up a con-
nection between the client and the server. The second part involves (a) the client sending a
request to the server, (b) the server processing the request and sending a reply, and (c) the
client processing the reply.
Client activities for creating a connection:
1. Query the connection cache for an existing connection to the server.
2. Use the Connector [70] to create a new connection if there are no previously cached
connections to the server.
3. Add the newly established connection S to the connection cache.
4. Also add connection S to the Reactor [70] since S is bi-directional and the server
may send requests to the client using S.
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Figure 6.1: Tracing an invocation through the ORB
Server activities for accepting a connection:
5. Accept the new connection C from the client.
6. Add C to the connection cache since C is bi-directional and the server can use it to
make requests to the client.
7. Also add connection C to the Reactor so that the server is notified when a request
from the client arrives at the server.
8. Wait in the Reactor for new events.
Client activities for sending a request:
9. Allocate a buffer from the memory pool to marshal the invocation parameters.
10. Send the marshaled data to the server using connection S. Connection S is locked
for the duration of the transfer.
11. Wait in the Leader/Follower [70] for a reply from the server. Assuming that a leader
thread is already available1, the client thread waits as a follower on a condition vari-
able in the Leader/Follower.
1The leader thread may be a server thread waiting for incoming requests or another client thread waiting
for its reply.
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Server activities for processing a request:
12. Read the header of the request arriving on connection C to determine the size of the
request.
13. Allocate a buffer from the memory pool for the request.
14. Read the request data into the buffer.
15. Demultiplex the request to find the target POA [56], servant, and skeleton. Dispatch
an upcall to the servant after demarshaling the request parameters.
16. Send the reply (if any) to the client on connection C. Connection C is locked for the
duration of the transfer.
17. Wait in the Reactor for new events.
Client activities for processing a reply:
18. Leader thread reads the reply from the server on connection S.
19. Leader thread hands off the reply to the follower thread after identifying that the
reply belongs to the follower. This is done by signaling the condition variable used
by the follower.
20. Follower thread demarshals the parameters and processes the reply.
6.2 Identifying Sources of Unbounded Priority Inversion
Predictable components and subsystems are essential in providing end-to-end QoS guaran-
tees. This section identifies resources in the critical path (described in Section 6.1) that can
cause unbounded priority inversion.
Connection Cache: In steps 10 and 16, the connection is locked for the duration of the
data transfer. Mutual exclusion of the connection prevents multiple threads from writing to
the connection simultaneously and hence avoids corruption of the request and reply data.
However, the time required to send the request data depends on availability of net-
work resources and the size of the request. Unless the underlying network provides time-
liness guarantees for data delivery, mutual exclusion of the connection can cause a higher
priority thread to wait indefinitely, leading to unbounded priority inversion. If priority in-
heritance is not supported by the mutual exclusion mechanism used to lock the connection,
priority inversion can be further exacerbated.
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One approach to alleviate this problem would be to create a new connection to
the peer ORB instead of waiting for existing connection to become available. However,
creating a new connection can also take an indefinite amount of time.
Memory Pool: In steps 9 and 13, buffers are allocated for marshaling and demarshaling
requests. Typically, the memory pool is locked while finding a buffer large enough to hold
the processed data. Mutual exclusion of the memory pool prevents multiple threads from
accessing the memory pool simultaneously and hence avoids corruption of the free and
occupied buffer lists in the memory pool.
However, the time required to allocate a new buffer depends on pool fragmentation
and the memory management algorithm. Unless the memory pool provides timeliness
guarantees for buffer allocation and deletion, mutual exclusion of access to the memory
pool can cause a higher priority thread to wait indefinitely, leading to unbounded priority
inversion. As in the case of connections, if priority inheritance is not supported by the
mutual exclusion mechanism that locks the memory pool, priority inversion can be further
exacerbated.
One approach to alleviate this problem would be to use stack or thread-specific
storage based memory pool, which do not need mutual exclusion since they are not shared
among multiple threads. However, it may not be possible to use such memory pools if
buffers need to be shared by multiple threads.
Leader/Followers: Assume that the leader thread is of low priority while the follower
thread is of high priority. In steps 18 and 19, the leader thread handles the reply for the
follower thread. During this time, the leader thread may be preempted by some other
thread of medium priority before the reply is handed off to the follower.
This problem can be avoided if the leader thread can inherit the priority of the fol-
lower thread through the condition variable. Unfortunately, most condition variable imple-
mentations don’t support priority inheritance.
Reactor: There is no way to distinguish a high priority client request from one of lower
priority at the Reactor level. This can also lead to unbounded priority inversion if the lower
priority request is serviced before one of higher priority.
POA: In step 15, the POA dispatches the upcall after locating the target POA, servant,
and skeleton. The time required to demultiplex the request may depend on the organiza-
tion of the POA hierarchy and number of POAs, servants, or operations configured in the
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Figure 6.2: Real-time CORBA architecture
server. The time required to dispatch the request may depend on contention on POA dis-
patching table. Demultiplexing and dispatching in conventional CORBA implementations
is typically inefficient and unpredictable [19, 20].
6.3 Eliminating Sources of Unbounded Priority Inversion
Figure 6.2 shows the redesigned ORB using non-multiplexed resources where each thread
lane has it own set of resources, including its own (a) connection cache, (b) memory pool,
(c) leader/followers manager that includes a reactor, and (d) acceptor. Components and fac-
tories that are not in the critical path or do not contribute to priority inversion, such as the
connector, are shared by all lanes in the ORB. Conversely, the POA is a shared component
that can be a potential source of non-determinism. Chapter 3 on demultiplexing describes
methodologies that demultiplex predictably while reducing average- and worst-case over-
head, regardless of organization of the POA hierarchy or number of POAs, servants, or
operations. Also, Chapter 4 on efficient, scalable, and, predictable dispatching components
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shows how it is possible to bound priority inversion and hence provide timeliness guaran-
tees to real-time applications.
Lane-specific resources are only shared by the threads in the lane. Since all the
threads in a lane have the same priority, priority inversion is avoided. However, this tech-
nique is resource intensive. For example, assume that a thread in a high priority lane has
established a connection to a particular server. If a thread in a low priority lane wants to
communicate with the same server, it is not allowed to use the connection cached in the
high priority lane.
Distributed systems typically deal with a handful of distinct priorities and therefore
the above scheme is generally not a problem in practice. Even when hundreds of prior-
ities are desired, priorities can be banded into ranges to ease resource requirements and
schedulability analysis of the system.
6.4 Endpoint Selection
To propagate and preserve priorities, a client thread must communicate with a server thread
of appropriate priority. With the multiplicity of acceptors on the server (as shown in Fig-
ure 6.2), care must be taken to ensure that the client thread selects an appropriate endpoint.
This section describes the endpoints a server should publicize and how a client should select
an appropriate endpoint. Figure 6.3 illustrates the range of possible endpoint publication
and selection scenarios as described below:
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Thread Pool Without Lanes: Servant 5 (S5) is registered in POA IV. POA IV is serviced
by thread pool B, a thread pool without lanes. Thread pool B has one endpoint D2. When
creating an IOR for S5, the server publicizes endpoint D.
Thread Pool With Lanes and SERVER DECLARED Priority Model: Servants 3 and
4 (S3 and S4) are registered in POA III with priorities 20 and 50 respectively. POA III has
the SERVER_DECLARED priority model and is serviced by thread pool A. Thread pool A
has three lanes and each lane has its own endpoint. When creating an IOR for S3, the
server only publicizes endpoint B since requests for this servant will only be processed by
threads in the lane of priority 20. Similarly, when creating an IOR for S4, the server only
publicizes endpoint C since requests for this servant will only be processed by threads in
the lane of priority 50.
Thread Pool With Lanes and CLIENT PROPAGATED Priority Model, but no Prior-
ity Bands: Servant 2 (S2) is registered in POA II. POA II has the CLIENT_PROPAGATED
priority model and is serviced by thread pool A, but does not have priority bands. When
creating an IOR for S2, the server has to publicize all three endpoints since it does not
know a priori the priority of requests on S2. Depending on the priority of the client thread
making an invocation on S2, one of the three endpoints will be selected. Note that the client
is restricted to invocation priorities 10, 20, and 50 since the priorities of threads in lanes
cannot change. Any other client invocation priority will cause an exception.
Thread Pool With Lanes, CLIENT PROPAGATED Priority Model, and Priority Bands:
Servant 1 (S1) is registered in POA I. POA I has the CLIENT_PROPAGATED priority
model with two priority bands of 0–15 and 45–55, and is serviced by thread pool A. When
creating an IOR for S1, the server publicizes endpoints A and C since the lane of priority
10 satisfies the 0–15 band and the lane of priority 50 satisfies the 45–55 band. Endpoint B
need not be publicized in this case. Depending on the priority of the client thread making
invocation on S1, one of the two endpoints will be selected. Note that the client is restricted
to invocation priority ranges of 0–15 and 45–55.
2A thread pool without lanes can thought of as a thread pool with one lane, with the addition flexibility of
allowing the threads to vary their priorities when processing requests.
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6.5 Collocation Challenges in RT-CORBA
CORBA is primarily used to communicate between distributed applications, where clients
use remote stubs to invoke operations on distributed servants. However, there are con-
figurations where clients and servants are collocated in the same address space [72]. In
such cases, there is no need to incur the overhead of transmitting requests/replies through a
“loopback” transport device. In many collocated configurations, the overhead of data mar-
shaling can also be avoided. In these configurations, clients use collocated stubs to invoke
operations on servants.
To ensure location transparency, the client is unaware of which stub it is using – it is
the ORB’s responsibility to generate the correct stub for the client. As shown in Figure 6.4,
if the ORB determines that the servant is collocated with the client, it generates a collocated
stub; otherwise, it generates a remote stub.
RT-CORBA adds several new challenges to collocation. In RT-CORBA, if a servant
is registered with a POA that is associated with a thread pool, then only threads belonging
to that pool can execute upcalls on the servant. Therefore, collocated stubs, that use the
client’s thread of control to execute upcalls on servants, will not suffice for RT-CORBA. A
new cross pool/lane stub is introduced that is somewhat similar to a collocated stub since
it also avoids the transport and marshaling overhead incurred by a remote stub. However, a
cross pool/lane stub does not use the client’s thread to execute upcalls on the servant. The
upcall is executed by a thread in the thread pool associated with the POA where the servant
is registered.
RT-CORBA collocation decisions are further complicated by the use of lanes in the
thread pool and by the priority model policy in effect. The following use cases illustrate
various RT-CORBA collocation scenarios. The use cases are based on the server process
illustrated in Figure 6.5, with several POA, thread pool, and priority model policy combi-
nations.
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Figure 6.5: RT-CORBA collocation scenarios
Invocation on S1: Servant 1 (S1) is registered with POA I that does not have a priority
model policy and is not associated with a thread pool, i.e., it is associated with the default
thread pool. In this case, there is no restriction on which thread can execute upcalls on S1.
Therefore, all invocations on S1 are collocated, irrespective of which thread in the process
makes the invocation.
Invocation on S2: Servant 2 (S2) is registered with POA II that has the CLIENT_
PROPAGATED priority model policy and is associated with thread pool A. An invoca-
tion on S2 made by the thread in the default thread pool running at default priority is not
collocated. This invocation is handled by a cross pool/lane stub and the upcall on S2 is ex-
ecuted by one of the threads in thread pool A. The priority of the upcall thread is changed
to default priority for the duration of the upcall to match the priority of the client thread.
Invocation on S3: Servant 3 (S3) is registered with POA III that has the SERVER_
DECLARED priority model policy and is associated with thread pool A. An invocation
on S3 made by a thread in thread pool A running at priority 100 is collocated. The priority
of the thread is changed to priority 50 for the duration of the upcall to match the server
declared priority of S3.
Invocation on S4: Servant 4 (S4) is registered with POA IV that has the CLIENT_
PROPAGATED priority model policy and is associated with thread pool B. An invocation on
S4 made by a thread in thread pool B running at priority 20 is collocated. No modification
needs to be made to the priority of the thread during the upcall.
Invocation on S5: Servant 5 (S5) is registered with POA V that has the SERVER_
DECLARED priority model policy and is associated with thread pool B. An invocation
on S5 made by a thread in thread pool B running at priority 10 is not collocated because
it does not match the server declared priority of S5. This invocation is handled by a cross
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pool/lane stub and the upcall on S5 is executed by one of the threads in thread pool B of
priority 20.
Figure 6.6 details the decision tree that is evaluated in RT-CORBA to determine if an invo-
cation is collocated.
6.6 Memory Management Mechanisms to Improve Per-
formance and Predictability
The memory management mechanisms used by an application can have significant affects
on its performance and predictability. This section compares the behavior, properties, and
performance of three memory management mechanisms: global memory pool, thread-
specific storage (TSS) memory pool, and stack memory pool. Figure 6.7 (a) summarizes
the behavior and properties of the three pools.
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Figure 6.7: Comparing memory management schemes: (a) Salient operations; (b) Perfor-
mance measurements
Global: A global memory pool is shared by all the threads in a process, and therefore
requires synchronization in malloc and free. This pool can grow in size within the data
segment size limits of the process.
Thread-specific storage: A TSS memory pool is specific to each thread but access to
it requires a TSS lookup. Since it is not a shared resource, there is no synchronization
required in malloc and free. This pool can also grow in size.
Stack: A stack memory pool is based on space allocated on the run-time stack of a thread.
It is automatically reclaimed and cleaned up when the stack unwinds. Therefore, free for
this pool is a no-op. This pool also does not require synchronization since it is not shared.
One major drawback of this pool is that its size is determined at compile-time and cannot
change during run-time. Therefore, it cannot be used for allocating buffers larger than the
predetermined size of the pool.
Figure 6.7 (b) compares the relative performance of the three memory pools as the number
of threads calling malloc and free increases. When the threads are using a global
memory pool, the increased competition significantly affects the throughput achieved by
each thread. However, when using TSS and stack memory pools, each thread has its own
pool, and therefore increasing the number of threads does not affect competition for the
pool nor does it affect each thread’s performance.
Applications can get the best performance and predictability when using a stack
memory pool compared to the other two pools. Therefore, if sharing is not required and
allocation requests do not exceed the size of the stack memory pool, then the stack memory
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pool should be used. Otherwise, the TSS memory pool should be used. When sharing is
required, a global or shared memory pool is the only valid option.
6.6.1 Client-side Memory Management in the ORB
This section examines the design of the client-side memory management mechanism used
in the ORB. This design is highly influenced by the results obtained in Section 6.6.
If the size of the marshaled user request data is less than the size of stack memory
pool, the ORB marshals the user request data into a buffer allocated from the stack memory
pool. Otherwise, it marshals the user request data into a buffer allocated from the TSS
memory pool. Once marshaled, the ORB tries to send the request data to the server. If
there is no network congestion, all the data is delivered to the server. If there is network
congestion and only part of the data is delivered to the server, the remaining data is copied
into a buffer allocated from the global memory pool. This allows any available thread to
complete the delivery of the unsent data once the network congestion subsides at a later
time.
This memory management design is well suited for predictable networks with little
or no congestion. Network congestion forces an additional allocation and data copy to
move the unsent data into a buffer allocated from the global memory pool. However, this
is probably not a major performance issue since network congestion has already slowed
down application progress and the extra allocation and data copy overhead will probably
not be very significant.
6.7 Concluding Remarks
The Real-time CORBA specification [45] has introduced several novel concepts and re-
quirements to the CORBA model. These new requirements for providing end-to-end pre-
dictability have added to the challenges faced by the ORB developers. This chapter de-
scribed how to identify and eliminate sources of unbounded priority inversion in the crit-
ical code path of the ORB. This is primarily done using non-multiplexed resources where
possible or by bounding priority inversion for shared resources. The chapter also illustrated
how certain key ORB components, including collocation and memory management, can be
redesigned to improve predictability and performance.
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Chapter 7
Empirical Validation of End-to-End
Real-time ORB Behavior
Abstract
This chapter presents an empirical analysis of end-to-end ORB behavior. First we illustrate
incorrect real-time performance that is characteristic of contemporary middleware solu-
tions that are unable to satisfy QoS requirements. We then perform the same experiments
using TAO and show that true end-to-end predictability can be achieved if the underlying
middleware (a) respects and propagates thread priorities, (b) avoids unbounded priority
inversions, and (c) allows applications to configure and control processor, communication,
and memory resources.
7.1 Introduction to Real-time Experiments
The experiments presented here illustrate real-time, deterministic, and predictable behav-
ior of the ORB middleware. These experiments demonstrate end-to-end predictability by
utilizing the ORB to propagate and preserve priorities, to exercise strict control over the
management of resources, and to avoid unbounded priority inversions. End-to-end pre-
dictability of timeliness in a fixed priority CORBA system is defined as:
 Respecting thread priorities for resolving resource contention during the processing
of CORBA invocations.
 Bounding the duration of thread priority inversions during end-to-end processing.
 Bounding operation invocations latencies.
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In these experiments, different aspects and parameters of the test bed (described in Sec-
tion 7.2) are varied to ensure that the above conditions are being met by the ORB mid-
dleware. Some experiments measure system reaction to increased workload, going from
unloaded to an overloaded situation; others measure system reaction to increased best-effort
work. The following experiments illustrate the real-time behavior of the ORB:
1. Increasing workload
2. Increasing invocation rate
3. Increasing client and server concurrency
4. Increasing workload in non-RT CORBA
5. Increasing workload in RT-CORBA with lanes
Increasing priority! Increasing rate
6. Increasing workload in RT-CORBA with lanes
Increasing priority! Decreasing rate
7. Increasing best-effort work in non-RT CORBA
8. Increasing best-effort work in RT-CORBA with lanes
9. Increasing workload in RT-CORBA without lanes
The first three experiments are basic non-real-time tests that illustrate the general charac-
teristics of the test bed. All threads in these three experiments have default priority and are
scheduled in the default scheduling class. Experiment 1 measures throughput as the work-
load increases. Experiment 2 measures deadlines made/missed as the target invocation rate
goes beyond the system capacity. Experiment 3 measures throughput as both client and
server concurrency increases while also adding additional CPU support.
The remaining six experiments have several client threads of different importance.
The importance of each thread is mapped to its relative priority. Experiments 4 through 6
measure throughput with and without RT-CORBA as the workload increases. Experiments
7 and 8 measure throughput with and without RT-CORBA as best-effort work increases.
Finally, Experiment 9 measures throughput with RT-CORBA thread pools without lanes as
workload increases. Experiments 5, 6, and 8 use RT-CORBA thread pools with lanes.
All the RT-CORBA experiments exercise the CLIENT_PROPAGATED policy to
preserve end-to-end priority. The priority of threads in a thread pool with lanes is fixed.
However, the priority of threads in a thread pool without lanes is adjusted to match the
priority of the client when processing the CORBA request. Once processing completes, the
thread’s priority is restored to the priority of the thread pool.
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Network
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Test bed: (a) Client and server on same machine (b) Client and server dis-
tributed across different machines on a network
7.2 Description of Test Bed
Figure 7.1 illustrates and Table 7.1 describes the test bed used for these experiments. To
make it easier to understand and interpret the performance results, most experiments have
the client and server located on the same machine utilizing a single CPU. Explicit mention
is made when the client and server are distributed across different machines on a network
or when a second CPU is enabled.
Threads used in the real-time experiments are placed in the First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
scheduling class and system scheduling scope. The FIFO scheduling class provides the
most predictable behavior since threads scheduled to this policy will proceed to comple-
tion unless preempted by a higher priority thread.
CORBA priorities are linearly mapped to native OS priorities and vice versa – on
Linux 2.4, RTCORBA::maxPriority of 32767 maps to the maximum priority in the
FIFO scheduling class of 99, RTCORBA::minPriority of 0 maps to the minimum pri-
ority in the FIFO scheduling class of 1, and everything in between is evenly apportioned1.
1Similar performance results were obtained when these experiments were conducted on Solaris 2.7. Sim-
ilar behavior is also expected on other platforms with comparable real-time characteristics.
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Table 7.1: Description of test bed
Name hermes.doc.wustl.edu
OS Linux 2.4 (Redhat 7.1)
Processor (2) Intel Pentium III 930 MHz
Memory 500 Megabytes
CPU Cache 256 KB
ORBSchedPolicy SCHED_FIFO
ORBScopePolicy SYSTEM
ORBPriorityMapping linear
High Priority Lane 32767
Medium Priority Lane 21844
Low Priority Lane 10922
Best Effort Lane 0
Hardware Profile
Threads Profile
Priority Profile
The CORBA priority range is divided up evenly such that the high priority thread
lane is assigned 32767, medium priority lane is assigned 21844, low priority lane is as-
signed 10922, and the best-effort thread lane is assigned 0.
7.2.1 Invocation
The invocation made by the client on the server is:
void method (in unsigned long work);
The <work> parameter specifies the amount of CPU intensive work the server will per-
form to service this invocation. Hence, the higher the value of <work>, the more the load
on the server.
7.2.2 Rate-based Threads
Rate-based threads are identified by their frequency of invocation. An H Hertz thread tries
to makeH invocations to the server every second. The period P of a rate-based thread is the
multiplicative inverse of its frequency. E is the time it takes for an invocation to complete
and it depends on the <work> and the QoS it receives from the client endsystem, the
network, and the server endsystem.
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Figure 7.2: Invocation completes within its period
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Figure 7.3: Invocation takes longer than its period
In presenting the performance results, an invocation is considered to have missed its
deadline when it cannot be started within its period. No explicit consideration is given to
the time when the invocation completes. However, these experiments can also be config-
ured with more stringent requirements to consider an invocation to have missed its deadline
when it cannot complete execution within its period. There are three scenarios of an invo-
cation’s execution with respect to its period:
Invocation completes within period (Figure 7.2): A rate-based thread sleeps for time S
equal to (P   E) before making its next invocation. No deadlines are missed in this case.
Invocation execution time exceeds period (Figure 7.3): The execution time of invoca-
tion N (E
N
) is such that invocation N + 1 is invoked immediately since there is no time
to sleep, i.e., (P   E) <= 0. Note that since the invocations are twoway CORBA calls,
a second invocation can only be made once the first one completes. Also notice that ac-
cording to the above definition of a missed deadline, invocationsN and N +1 did not miss
their deadlines. However, if the execution time is consistently greater than the period, then
(E   P )=E deadlines will be missed.
Invocation misses deadline (Figure 7.4): The execution time of invocation N (E
N
) is
such that invocation N + 1 could not be made during time P
N+1
through P
N+2
. In this
case, invocation N + 1 missed its deadline and was not invoked.
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Figure 7.4: Invocation misses deadline
7.2.3 Continuous Threads
Continuous threads make continuous invocations on the server, i.e., they do not pause be-
tween successive invocations.
7.3 Experiment Configurations and Performance Results
This section describes the configurations used and the performance results obtained for the
various real-time CORBA experiments performed.
Experiment 1: Increasing Workload
This experiment measures the affect of increasing workload in the test bed. As shown in
Figure 7.5 (a), the server has one thread handling incoming requests and the client has one
continuous thread making invocations. Workload is increased by increasing the <work>
parameter in the invocation and hence making the server do more work for every client
request.
The performance graph in Figure 7.5 (b) plots the throughput achieved (invoca-
tions/second) as the workload increases. As the workload increases, the throughput de-
creases.
Experiment 2: Increasing Invocation Rate
This experiment measures the affect of increasing the target frequency for a rate-based
thread beyond the capacity of the system. As shown in Figure 7.6 (a), the server has one
thread handling incoming requests and the client has one rate-based thread making in-
vocations. The frequency of the rate-based thread is increased, eventually exceeding the
capacity of the system. Workload is kept constant in this experiment at 30. Correlating this
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Figure 7.5: Increasing workload: (a) Configuration of test bed (b) Performance measure-
ments
workload to the performance graph in Experiment 1 (Figure 7.5 (b)), note that the continu-
ous thread was able to make about 150 invocations/second. Therefore, system capacity is
estimated at 150 invocations/second with a workload of 30.
The performance graph in Figure 7.6 (b) plots the percentage of deadline made as
the target frequency of the rate-based thread increases. Until about the point when the
target frequency increases to 150 invocations/second, the rate-based thread is able to meet
100% of its deadlines. Once the target frequency goes beyond 150 invocations/second,
the rate-based thread started missing deadlines. The number of deadlines missed increases
with the increased target frequency.
Experiment 3: Increasing Client and Server Concurrency
This experiment measures the affect of increasing the concurrency of both the client and
the server as shown in Figure 7.7 (a). The following three server configurations are used in
this experiment:
1. One thread to handle incoming requests; one CPU utilized.
2. Two threads to handle incoming requests; one CPU utilized.
3. Two threads to handle incoming requests; two CPUs utilized.
For each of the above server configurations, the number of client threads making continuous
invocations is increased from 1 to 20. As in Experiment 2, workload is kept constant at 30.
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The performance graph in Figure 7.7 (b) plots the collective/cumulative throughput
achieved for all the client threads as the number of client threads increases.
Configuration 1 (one server thread, one CPU): Increasing client concurrency did not
affect collective throughput of the client threads: as the number of client threads increased,
the throughput per thread decreased, but the collective throughput remained constant. This
is because most of the time is spent on the server and increasing client concurrency does
not affect the collective throughput for the client threads.
Configuration 2 (two server threads, one CPU): The results are almost identical to
server configuration 1 (one server thread, one CPU). Increasing server concurrency with-
out improving hardware support does not improve throughput when all the work is CPU
bound. In fact, the throughput degrades slightly since the server now has to coordinate and
synchronize the two threads on one CPU.
Configuration 3 (two server threads, two CPUs): Once the number of client threads
reaches two, the collective throughput doubles. The second client thread is able to engage
the second server thread, thus doubling the throughput2. Further increasing the number of
client threads does not improve collective throughput since both server threads are already
engaged.
Experiment 4: Increasing Workload in Non-RT CORBA
This experiment measures the disruption caused by increasing workload in non-RT CORBA.
As shown in Figure 7.8 (a), the server has three threads handling incoming requests3. The
client has three rate-based threads of different importance – the high priority thread is
at 75 Hertz, the medium priority thread is at 50 Hertz, and the low priority thread is at
25 Hertz.
The performance graph in Figure 7.8 (b) plots the throughput achieved for each of
the three client threads as the workload increases. The combined capacity desired by the
three client threads is 150 invocations/second (75 + 50 + 25). Correlating this desired
throughput of 150 invocations/second to the performance graph in Experiment 1 (Fig-
ure 7.5 (b)), note that the continuous thread was able to achieve that throughput with a
2Some applications may not be able to double the throughput using this configuration if synchronization
is required in the servant code while processing the CORBA requests.
3It is not necessary that there be three threads handling incoming requests on the server. As shown in
Figure 7.7 (b), one thread is sufficient since increasing server concurrency without increasing CPU support
does not affect throughput when the work is CPU bound.
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Figure 7.8: Increasing workload in non-RT CORBA: (a) Configuration of test bed (b)
Performance measurements
workload of 30 or less. Therefore, for workloads of 25 and 30 in Figure 7.8 (b), each of the
three client threads is able to achieve their desired frequency since the system capacity has
not been exceeded.
However, once the workload is increased beyond 30, deadlines start to be missed.
The expected behavior of a real-time system is to drop requests from client threads of lower
priority before dropping requests from those of higher priority. Unfortunately, since all the
three clients are treated equally by the server in non-RT CORBA, the first to be affected is
the high priority 75 Hertz client thread, followed by the medium priority 50 Hertz client
thread, and finally by the low priority 25 Hertz client thread. This behavior is unacceptable
for a real-time system.
Experiment 5: Increasing Workload in RT-CORBA with Lanes: In-
creasing Priority! Increasing Rate
This experiment measures the disruption caused by increasing workload in RT-CORBA
with lanes. As shown in Figure 7.9, the server has three thread lanes of high, medium, and
low priorities handling incoming requests. Each lane has one thread. The client is identical
to the client in Experiment 4.
The performance graph in Figure 7.10 (a) plots the throughput achieved for each of
the three client threads as the workload increases. Note that for workloads of 25 and 30,
75
Figure 7.9: Increasing workload in RT-CORBA (increasing priority ! increasing rate):
Configuration of test bed
each of the three client threads is able to achieve its desired frequency since the system
capacity has not been exceeded.
However, once the workload is increased beyond 30, deadlines start to be missed.
Unlike in the non-RT CORBA experiment (Figure 7.8 (b)), the first to be affected is the
low priority 25 Hertz client thread, followed by the medium priority 50 Hertz client thread,
and finally by the high priority 75 Hertz client thread. This behavior is expected from a
real-time system.
Figure 7.10 (b) shows the performance graph of the same experiment, except with
the client and server on two different machines across a network. The results are similar to
the result when the client and server are on the same machine (Figure 7.10 (a)). However,
between the time the high priority server thread sent a reply to the high priority client thread
and before it receives a new request from it, the server is free to process a request from a
client thread of lower priority. Therefore, the medium priority 50 Hertz client thread is able
to make some progress.
Experiment 6: Increasing Workload in RT-CORBA with Lanes: In-
creasing Priority! Decreasing Rate
This experiment is similar to Experiment 5 except that, as shown in Figure 7.11 (a), the
high priority thread is at 25 Hertz, the medium priority thread is at 50 Hertz, and the low
priority thread is at 75 Hertz.
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Figure 7.10: Increasing workload in RT-CORBA (increasing priority ! increasing rate):
Performance measurements: (a) Client and server are on the same machine (b) Client and
server are remote
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Figure 7.11: Increasing workload in RT-CORBA (increasing priority ! decreasing rate):
(a) Configuration of test bed (b) Performance measurements
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Figure 7.12: Increasing best-effort work in non-RT CORBA: (a) Configuration of test bed
(b) Performance measurements
The performance graph in Figure 7.11 (b) shows that the low priority 75 Hertz client
thread is affected first, followed by the medium priority 50 Hertz client thread. The high
priority 25 Hertz client thread is unaffected since the system capacity never dropped below
25 invocations/second. This behavior is also expected from a real-time system.
Experiment 7: Increasing Best-effort Work in Non-RT CORBA
This experiment measures the disruption caused by increasing best-effort work in non-
RT CORBA. As shown in Figure 7.12 (a), the server has four threads handling incoming
requests4. The client has three rate-based threads of different priorities – the high prior-
ity thread is at 75 Hertz, the medium priority thread is at 50 Hertz, and the low priority
thread is at 25 Hertz. The client also has a variable number of best-effort threads making
continuous invocations. Workload is kept constant at 30, as the number of best-effort con-
tinuous client threads is increased from 0 through 10. Note that the system capacity is 150
invocation/second for a workload of 30; therefore, any progress made by the best-effort
continuous client threads will cause the rate-based threads to miss deadlines.
The performance graph in Figure 7.12 (b) plots the throughput achieved for each
of the three rate-based client threads and the collective throughput achieved by the all the
best-effort continuous threads on the client as the number of best-effort continuous threads
increases.
4For the same reasons noted in Experiment 4, one server thread is sufficient for handling incoming
requests.
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Figure 7.13: Increasing best-effort work in RT-CORBA: (a) Configuration of test bed (b)
Performance measurements: system running at capacity (work = 30); client and server are
on the same machine
When there are no best-effort threads, the three rate-based threads are able to achieve
their desired frequency. However, once best-effort threads are added to the client, the non-
RT CORBA server treats all the client threads equally, and hence the collective throughput
of the best-effort threads increases at the expense of the higher priority threads. This be-
havior is unacceptable for a real-time system.
Experiment 8: Increasing Best-effort Work in RT-CORBA with Lanes
This experiment measures the disruption caused by increasing best-effort work in RT-
CORBA with lanes. As shown in Figure 7.13 (a), the server processes requests using
four thread lanes of high, medium, low, and best-effort priorities. Each lane has one thread.
The client is identical to the client in Experiment 7.
The performance graph in Figure 7.13 (b) shows that best-effort continuous threads
are not able to affect the higher priority rate-based threads. This behavior is expected from
a real-time system.
Figure 7.14 (a) shows the performance graph of the same experiment but with a
slightly lower workload (<work>=28). Note that the slack produced by the lower work-
load is used by the best-effort threads. Also, increasing the number of best-effort threads
does not lead to any increase in the collective throughput of the best-effort threads and
the best-effort threads are not able to disrupt the higher priority rate-based threads. This
behavior is expected from a real-time system.
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Figure 7.14: Increasing best-effort work in RT-CORBA: Performance measurements: sys-
tem running slightly below capacity (work = 28): (a) Client and server are on the same
machine (b) Client and server are remote
Figure 7.14 (b) shows the performance graph of the same experiment (<work>
=28) but with the client and server on different machines across a network. Note that the
slack available for the best-effort threads increases since all the client processing is now
performed on the machine hosting the client, freeing up the server to do additional work.
Experiment 9: Increasing Workload in RT-CORBA without Lanes
This experiment measures the disruption caused by increasing workload in RT-CORBA
without lanes. As shown in Figure 7.15 (a), the server has a thread pool of three threads
handling incoming requests. The client is identical to the client in Experiment 4 and 5.
The performance graphs in Figures 7.15 (b), 7.16 (a), and 7.16 (b) plot the through-
put achieved for each of the three client threads as the workload increases. The difference
between the three graphs is the priority of the server thread pool: in Figure 7.15 (b) the
thread pool runs at low priority, in Figure 7.16 (a) the thread pool priority runs at medium
priority, and in Figure 7.16 (b) the thread pool runs at high priority.
Server thread pool priority = low (Figure 7.15 (b)): Assume that one of the server
threads is processing a request from a client thread of low priority. During that time, a
request arrives at the server from a higher priority client thread. Unfortunately, since the
request processing thread has the same priority as the waiting thread, the waiting thread
is not able to preempt the processing thread. The request from the higher priority client
thread has to wait until the low priority client thread request has been completely processed.
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Figure 7.15: Increasing workload in RT-CORBA without lanes: (a) Configuration of test
bed (b) Performance measurements: server thread pool priority = low
This leads to the three client threads being treated equally by the server. This behavior is
unacceptable for a real-time system.
Server thread pool priority = medium (Figure 7.16 (a)): Assume that one of the server
threads is processing a request from a client thread of medium priority. During this time,
a request arrives at the server from the high priority client thread. Unfortunately, since the
request processing thread has the same priority as the waiting thread, the waiting thread
is not able to preempt the request processing thread. The request from the high priority
client thread has to wait until the medium priority client thread request has been completely
processed.
However, the same does not apply when a medium or high priority request arrives
while a low priority request is being processed. Since the priority of the waiting thread is
greater than that of the priority of the request processing thread, it is able to preempt the
request processing thread and handle the higher priority request.
This behavior leads to the medium and high priority client threads being treated
equally but are given preference over the low priority client thread. However, this behavior
is also unacceptable for a real-time system.
Server thread pool priority = high (Figure 7.16 (b)): Assume that one of the server
threads is processing a request from a client thread of low priority. During this time, a
request arrives at the server from a higher priority client thread. Since the priority of the
waiting thread is greater than the priority of the request processing thread, it is able to
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Figure 7.16: Increasing workload in RT-CORBA without lanes: Performance measure-
ments: (a) server thread pool priority = medium (b) server thread pool priority = high
preempt the request processing thread and handle the higher priority request. Note that a
high priority request can preempt both low and medium priority requests.
This behavior leads to the high priority client thread getting preference over the low
and medium priority client threads and the medium priority client thread getting preference
over the low priority client thread. This behavior is expected from a real-time system.
Notes on using RT-CORBA without lanes: The most desirable behavior is achieved
in Figure 7.16 (b) where the server thread pool priority is equal to the highest request
processing priority. A server using thread pools without lanes is more flexible than a server
using thread pools with lanes since the former is able to adapt to any priority propagated by
the client. A client invoking requests on a server using thread pools with lanes is restricted
to priorities used in the lanes by the server5.
However, a server without lanes can incur priority inversion. Consider the case
where the server thread pool priority is high. Assume that one of the server threads is
processing a request from a client thread of medium priority. During this time, a request
arrives at the server from the low priority client thread. Since the priority of the waiting
thread is greater than the priority of the request processing thread, it is able to preempt
the request processing thread to read the incoming request. If the request includes a large
amount of data, it can take a significant amount of time to read the request. Once this
thread reads the request, it sets its priority to low to match the client propagated priority.
5Priority bands can be used map a range of client priorities to a server lane. However, the server lane
priority is fixed and therefore, request processing priorities are limited to the priorities of the lanes.
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The medium priority request processing thread is now able to preempt the low priority
thread and resume processing.
This interruption caused by the low priority request leads to priority inversion for
the medium priority thread. Depending on the number of waiting threads in the server
thread pool and the time it takes to read the incoming request, the priority inversion can be
significant or even unbounded.
7.4 Concluding Remarks
RT-CORBA ORBs must vertically and horizontally integrate and manage components to
ensure end-to-end predictable behavior. The empirical analysis presented in this chapter
illustrated that conventional non-RT ORBs are unsuitable for real-time systems that require
timeliness guarantees. Conversely, the experimental results validate end-to-end real-time,
deterministic behavior of the TAO RT-ORB. However, even when using a RT-ORB, care-
ful consideration must be given to several other factors to ensure end-to-end system pre-
dictability and scalability, including (a) the configuration and structure of the client and
server, (b) the use of lanes in thread pools, (c) the priorities assigned to the thread pools
and lanes used in the server, and (d) the priority propagation and banding policies used.
In general, even though thread pools with lanes are not as flexible as their counterparts
without lanes, they provide the most predictable execution and do not exhibit unbounded
priority inversions.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Research
Directions
This thesis focused on presenting designs and techniques for providing real-time QoS guar-
antees in DOC middleware. Historically, DOC middleware has lacked the ability to specify
and enforce QoS and has failed to present real-time programming features to the user. How-
ever, the next generation of middleware must be QoS-enabled to support mission-critical
distributed applications, including command and control systems, telecom, distributed in-
teractive simulations, and financial services, that require stringent latency, determinism,
and priority preservation support.
The work presented in this thesis is in the context of TAO [6], a high-quality, freely
available, open-source CORBA-compliant middleware platform. TAO provides a com-
plete implementation of the Real-time CORBA (RT-CORBA) 1.0 specification [45] and
meets real-time requirements of fixed priority applications by (a) respecting and propagat-
ing thread priorities, (b) avoiding unbounded priority inversions, and (c) allowing applica-
tions to configure and control processor, communication, and memory resources. TAO has
matured into a stable COTS middleware framework and is being used in many commercial
projects, a representation of which is shown in Table 8.1.
Providing end-to-end QoS guarantees required careful engineering of the TAO’s
subsystems to ensure predictability, scalability, and performance. This work also focused
on demultiplexing, dispatching, and concurrency mechanisms that are key components in
the critical code path of the ORB. Analysis of the problems, forces, solutions, and conse-
quences are presented in terms of patterns and frameworks, so that solutions obtained here
can be appropriately applied to other real-time systems.
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Table 8.1: TAO has been successfully used in a variety of domains
Monitor H.323 ServersCUSeeMe
Airborne Early Warning & ControlNorthrup-Grumman
SOFIA Airborne Telescope, Cassini Space ProbeJPL/NASA
Joint Tactical Radio SystemMarconi
Joint Tactical TerminalUS Army
Surface mounted “pick-and-place” machinesContact Systems
Shipboard Resource ManagementTurkish Navy
Process AutomationKrones
Hot Rolling Mill Control SystemSiemens
Shipboard Resource ManagementLockheed-Martin
Automated Stock TradingATD
High-performance network switch controlCisco
Aircraft Carrier self-defense SystemsRaytheon
Distributed Interactive Simulation (HLA/RTI-NG)SAIC
Aircraft Mission Control ComputerBoeing
DomainOrganization
Finally, the architectural solutions presented here are coupled with empirical evalu-
ations of end-to-end real-time behavior. The evaluations show that real-time, deterministic,
and predictable ORB behavior can be achieved by bounding the duration of thread priority
inversions end-to-end and by bounding the latencies of operation invocations.
8.1 Future Research Directions
The Object Request Broker (ORB) is the foundation of Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) [47]. It enables objects to transparently make and receive requests
and responses in a distributed environment. It provides the basis for building distributed
applications and for interoperability between applications in hetero- and homogeneous en-
vironments. The ORB, however, needs to be combined with Object Services, e.g., Naming,
Trading, and Transaction Services, and Common Facilities, e.g. Secure Time, Internation-
alization, and Mobile Agent Facilities, to ensure meaningful and productive communica-
tion and to provide application semantic interoperability.
Similarly, RT-CORBA forms the basis of real-time distributed computing, and needs
to be integrated with higher-level architectures, models, services, and tools to be meaning-
ful and productive. The following integrations are of primary interest:
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 struct RT_Info
 {
    wc_exec_time_;
    period_;
    criticality_;
    importance_;
    dependencies_;
 };
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Figure 8.1: Dynamic scheduling
Scheduling Services and Resource Managers: RT-CORBA is well suited for applica-
tions using fixed priority scheduling. However, as shown in Figure 8.1, to ensure dynamic
end-to-end management of priorities, it must be integrated with dynamic scheduling ser-
vices [43], such as the Kokyu scheduling framework [17], and adaptive resource manage-
ment systems, such as the RT-ARM [27] and the QuO [73] frameworks.
Network QoS: RT-CORBA does allow the selection and configuration of protocols used
by the ORB. However, it needs to be integrated with network QoS protocols, such as
RSVP and DiffServ, to provide true end-to-end predictability that includes the network.
RSVP [57] is a network resource reservation protocol based on the Integrated Services
(IntServ) model [26] and has good scaling and robustness properties. RSVP reservations
are receiver-oriented and scale well for both unicast and multicast communication groups.
Conversely, the Differentiated Services model (DiffServ) [25] allows network providers to
allocate different levels of service to different users. This is accomplished by using the IP
TOS (type of service) field according to a contracted service profile.
Higher-level Services: RT-CORBA also needs to be integrated with higher level services
such as the Real-time Notification Service and the CORBA Component Model. The Real-
time Notification Service [40] allows real-time systems to enjoy predictable and bounded
behavior from the existing Notification Service [44] and would include priority ordering
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and deadline scheduling of events. The CORBA Component Model [4] defines a stan-
dard configuration framework for packaging and deploying software components. It can
be used to configure real-time properties into applications flexibly, transparently, and adap-
tively [77].
Modeling and Monitoring Tools: Integration of RT-CORBA with modeling and mon-
itoring tools such as RapidRMA, TimeWiz, and TotalView, will make easier to analyze,
develop, and use real-time applications. RapidRMA [76] is a Rate Monotonic Analysis
(RMA) [35] visual modeling tool produced by Tri-Pacific. It allows real-time systems soft-
ware developers to provides worst-case schedulability analysis and isolate and identify tim-
ing problems. TimeWiz [75] is a performance prediction tool produced by TimeSys. It of-
fers architectural modeling, analysis and simulation for real-time systems. TotalView [38]
is a multi-process, distributed debugger produced by LynuxWorks. It is fast and intuitive,
making it easy to debug real-time applications running across multiple machines.
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